


epuis un g os mois les haleurs de l’automne apprêtaient d’heureuses 
vendanges ; les premières gelées en ont amené l’ouverture ; le pampre grillé, 
laissant la grappe à découvert, étale aux yeux les dons du père Lyée,  
et semble inviter les mortels à s’en emparer. Toutes les vignes chargées  

e ce f uit bienfaisant que le iel offre aux infortunés pour leur faire 
oublier leur misère ; le bruit des tonneaux, des cuves, les légrefass qu’on relie 

e toutes pa ts ; le chant des vendangeuses dont ces oteaux retentissent ;  
la marche continuelle de ceux qui portent la vendange au pressoir ; le rauque 
son es instruments rustiques qui les anime au t avail ; l’aimable et tou hant  
tableau ’une allégresse géné ale qui semble en e moment étendue sur  
la face de la terre ; enfin le voile de brouillard que le soleil élève au matin  
comme une toile e théâtre pour découvri  à l’œil un si harmant 
spectacle : tout conspire à lui onner un ai  de fête ; et ette fête n’en 
devient que plus belle à la réflexion, quand on songe qu’elle est la seule où  
les hommes aient su joindre l’agréable à l’utile. 

M. de Wolmar, ont ici le meilleu  terrain onsiste en vignobles, a fait  
’avance tous les préparatifs nécessaires. Les cuves, le p essoir, le ellier, les  

futailles, n’attendaient que la douce liqueur pour laquelle ils sont destinés…
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—

an experts office

—

Baghera/wines was established in Geneva by 

passionate experts, who launched a specialized 

consultancy office exclusively dedicated to exceptional 

wines. Michael Ganne and Julie Carpentier joined 

forces, offering a new approach to high-end wine 

auctions, by placing cordiality and sharing at the 

very heart of the wine business.

Since their establishment at the end of 2015, 

Baghera/wines have become the European leading 

fine wine auctioneer, offering amongst other rarities, 

the “Private cellar of Domaine Henri Jayer” in June 

2018, the world’s most important wine auction ever.

Alongside their auctions, the Baghera/wines team 

guides collectors in every dimension of highlighting 

a collection, focusing on tailor-made, one-to-one 

professional advice, outstanding wine sourcing and 

excellency.

—

office@bagherawines.com
office + 41 22 910 46 30

—

p a s s i o n

Baghera/wines
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c o n s u l t a n t

—

Francesco Lee
asia

—

An early passionate, following his “ soul of 

wine ”, Francesco is a true enthusiast. Having 

travelled far and wide and tasted many 

legendary wines, he has shared his in-depth 

knowledge with connoisseurs worldwide and 

collectors for many years. 

Originally working as an equities research 

analyst in a French investment bank, 

Francesco changed his career to the wine 

industry, joining Christie's as Senior Wine 

Specialist and Associate VP in 2008, where 

he co-organized, amongst others, the Château 

Latour ex-cellar sale in 2011 in Hong-Kong. 

Catching up on their mutual passion for fine 

wines, Michael and Francesco joined forces 

to develop and strengthen Baghera/wines’ 

presence throughout Asia. A fervent amateur 

of European culture and of exceptional 

French wines especially, Francesco loves 

bringing people and continents together over 

the finest crus.

—

f lee@bagherawines.com
cell + 852 96 99 61 49

t e a m

—

Arthur Leclerc
sales and events officer

—

Arthur Leclerc, born in Geneva, comes from 

a family of restaurateurs who passed on 

the taste for cooking and sharing gourmet 

cuisine. An insatiable epicurean, Arthur is 

fascinated with all things food and trained in 

the kitchens of a gastronomic restaurant.

Arthur then went on to study at the 

prestigious École Hôtelière de Genève where 

he was particularly captivated by event 

management and œnology. He complemented 

his hospitality training with two in-house 

professional experiences at the Ritz Hotel in 

Paris and at the Salon International de la 

Haute Horlogerie in Geneva.

Whilst pursuing his passion for the study of 

wines and spirits, Arthur met Michael and 

Julie during the inaugural Baghera/wines 

auction. He joined the team as Sales & Events 

Officer during the organization of the “Henri 

Jayer, The Heritage” auction in 2018.

—

aleclerc@bagherawines.com
cell + 41 79 136 13 01

t e a m

—

Flavien Jaquillard
chief financial officer

—

Flavien Jaquillard, a Lyon-born gourmet, has 

been attracted to the good things in life since 

his childhood. The love of cooking, wine and 

numbers have been decisive in his career.

Having obtained an MBA, he heads for the 

financial departments of France’s most 

prestigious hotels. To perfect his skills in the 

field of finance, he joins several multinational 

companies, leaders in their respective 

markets. Later, he discovers the operational 

management of an Australian vineyard, an 

experience during which he refocuses on his 

objectives : excellency and gastronomy.

Flavien entertains his passion for fine wines by 

studying at the WSET, and has been involved 

in all of Baghera/wines’ room auctions. 

When Michael and Julie invite him to join 

the team, the partnership feels like a natural 

continuation of his career at Christie’s in the 

world of auctions, fine wines and excellency.

—

fjaquillard@bagherawines.com
cell + 41 79 792 01 02

t e a m

—

Michael Ganne
executive director

—

Michael Ganne is originally from the Médoc 

region near Bordeaux and naturally chose to 

dedicate himself to the wine business. Yet his 

unswerving taste for novelty spanned well 

beyond the great Bordeaux wines of his native 

land. 

A graduate of the International Vine and Wine 

Office with a Master of Wine Management, 

Michael has visited more than twenty-four 

countries and met with the most influential 

people in the business. 

A strong promoter of the great vintage bottles 

he unearths, Michael auctioned some of the 

most glamorous sales as Head of Continental 

Europe for the Wine Department at Christie's. 

Yet, relentlessly looking for new perspectives, 

Michael decides to found his own auction 

house, Baghera/wines, in 2015. 

Since Baghera/wines' creation, we owe Michael 

the most impressive world records, including 

the biggest wine auction ever : “ Henri Jayer, 

The Heritage ” which he auctioned in June 

2018, selling for CHF 34,5M.

—

mganne@bagherawines.com
cell + 41 79 858 87 88

t e a m

—

Julie Carpentier
deputy director

—

Julie Carpentier’s past is deeply rooted to 

the Loire valley. These regional origins may 

very well have given her the desire to take the 

plunge and work in wineries and vineyards. 

Yet it may simply have been the encounter 

with her husband-to-be, an accomplished 

winemaker… 

In a former life, Julie studied Art and 

Archaeology at the École du Louvre before 

joining Christie's Wine Department as Wine 

Specialist, where she dedicated her expertise 

to fine wines. Also a graduate from WSET, 

Julie has shown a remarkable understanding 

of native varietals together with an overall 

taste for exceptional and unique crus. 

Thus, when Michael asked her to join him 

in the creation of Baghera/wines, she did 

not hesitate to be part of the venture as 

Deputy Director, heading the team. Having 

developped strong ties with Domains, 

especially in Burgundy, Julie enjoys meeting 

vintners and people of the vine, pursuing her 

defense for the recognition and promotion of 

the art of winemaking.

—

jcarpentier@bagherawines.com
cell + 41 79 472 22 23

c o n s u l t a n t

—

Dominique Fornage
event officer

—

Dominique Fornage comes from Switzerland. 

At the age of 20, he discovered the world of 

fine wines in which he showed immediate 

interest with the help of the best local experts 

who told him all you need to know about  

wine tasting.

In 1983 he opened the first vinothèque, in the 

Canton of Valais, Vinothèque Nobilis. Three 

years later he was launching the first Wine 

Competition of the Valais canton, which is the 

only official contest today.

Dominique Fornage has sat on a number of 

national and international panels of judges. 

He also leads masterclasses on wine and wine 

tasting in several government schools. As 

an expert, his preference goes to the finest 

regional wines throughout the world, from 

the French motherland to Argentina. Today 

his exclusive wine masterclasses are famous 

throughout the whole of Europe.

—

dfornage@bagherawines.com
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For over 15 years now I have been visiting the world’s most exquisite 
cellars, discovering their hidden treasures and meeting eminent collectors 
who, like the monks silently accomplishing their tasks in their abbey, 
remain more frequently than not extremely secretive as to the object of 
their desire... And yet, I was completely taken by surprise on entering this 
unforgettable cellar, which you will discover in this catalogue, just like a 
secret cellar in a monastery which any aficionado would dream of having 
the keys to !

Above and beyond the impressive figures, first and foremost there is the 
story of a man and a woman, collectors at heart, enlightened gastronomes, 
unconditional lovers of the Burgundy region for more than 30 years and – it 
goes without saying – enchanted by Domaine de la Romanée-Conti wines. 
A tale of trust and friendship between the Domaine and these connoisseurs, 
who would travel each year to the very source to acquire their wines with 
joy and wonder. The vicissitudes of life would mean that only some of these 
wines would be tasted and shared with the family, with friends, thus, in 
turn, an opportunity for you to access one of the world’s most magnificent 
private cellars of bottles from Domaine de la Romanée-Conti.

The passion and enthusiasm with which this inspired couple composed 
this cellar should not end there, but should be pursued and breathe life 
into a renewed, respectful ardor ; and, above all, with the desire to taste 
and share these divine beverages. It is in this spirit focused on sharing, on 
heritage, on these ‘climats’ and on the individuals who forged the legend 
of the “DRC” that quite naturally Baghera/wines has chosen to organize 
this historic auction.

The range which we have selected from this extraordinary cellar for this 
auction enables us to offer you the most sought-after wines in the world, 
embracing ideal conditions of origin, of traceability and of storage

Origin : All of the wines in this auction have been most carefully inspected 
and authenticated. The lots bearing the mention “Purchased by the vendor 
directly from the Domaine” have an original invoice from the Domaine, 
invoices which have been verified by Baghera/wines. The lots without any 
mention of provenance were bought mainly in the 90’s, directly from two 
highly respected auction houses according to the Livre de cave. 

Preservation : These wines have remained untouched in the vendor’s cellar 
since having been delivered directly from the Domaine after purchase, and 
were peacefully resting there until Baghera/wines arranged their shipment 
and delivery to the Geneva Freeport, in July 2018. Stored in the perfect 
temperature and humidity-controlled cellar, most of them in their original 
wooden cases, the appearance and colour of the wines are resplendent and 
quality is truly sublime ! The bottles from the DRC or other domaines that 
we were invited to taste during our visits to our client show that the wines 
are still fresh and young, allowing for another long period of cellarage... 
Choosing Geneva as the auction venue and storage location for these 
exceptional wines, once again, is a guarantee that these bottles will have 
travelled only a few hours in their life, moreover with utmost care.

Transport and Geneva Freeport : The wines were transported from 
the vendor’s cellar to the Geneva Freeport in a specially chartered, 
temperature-controlled truck. All the wines are currently stored under 
ideal temperature and hygrometric conditions.

This auction, devoted to Domaine de la Romanée-Conti wines from one 
of the world’s most admirable private collections will be, unquestionably, 
mythical and memorable. A percentage of the proceeds from this auction 
will be donated directly to the Climats du Vignoble de Bourgogne (Climats of 
Burgundy) and the Abbaye de Saint-Vivant associations. We are therefore 
delighted, dear lovers of life’s gentle pleasures, to reunite together to 
share, once again, the secret of Burgundy’s excellence.

Warmest regards, Michael

f o r e w o r d

—

“ The secret of excellency ”
by michael ganne

—
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a u c t i o n  v e n u e

—

Restaurant Hôtel  
du Parc des Eaux-Vives

geneva, switzerland

—

Baghera/wines invites you to attend the “Domaine de la Romanée 

Conti, the secret cellar of an European collector” auction on the 

2nd of December 2018 within the privileged setting of Le Parc 

des Eaux-Vives and its elegant manor house.

1 8 T H  C E N T U R Y  R E F I N E M E N T

—
The Restaurant Hôtel du Parc des Eaux-Vives, a refined 18th-

century property, located at the heart of a magnificent green 

park embracing centenary trees, is today a luxury hotel 

boasting a gastronomic restaurant which offers an incomparable 

panoramic view over the Lake and the heart of Geneva. Discover 

– or rediscover – this absolute must-visit estate, well-known and 

appreciated by residents of the City, during this exceptional 

weekend.

—

www.parcdeseauxvives .ch

Quai Gustave Ador 82

1211 Geneva

Switzerland

—  The impressive mansion and beautiful park give onto the lake, in Geneva  —
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LOT 1

—
Assortment 2012

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits and Côte de Beaune

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

7 Magnums per lot

Original individual wooden cases

chf  45’000 – 80’000 per lot
€  37’500 – 66'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00072

1 Magnum

— La Tâche —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00255

1 Magnum

— Richebourg —
Grand Cru

n° 00133

1 Magnum

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant —
Grand Cru

n° 00188

1 Magnum

— Grands Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00142

1 Magnum

— Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00175

1 Magnum

— Montrachet —
Grand Cru

n° 00020

1 Magnum
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LOT 2

—
Assortment 2012

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

12 Bottles per lot

Six original wooden cases (one per climat)

chf  26’000 – 52’000 per lot
€  21’670 – 43'330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti — 
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 03335

1 Bottle

— La Tâche — 
Grand Cru Monopole

Consecutive numbers – n° 10602 to 10604

3 Bottles

— Richebourg — 
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 05897 to 05898

2 Bottles

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant — 
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 10977 to 10978

2 Bottles

— Grands Échézeaux — 
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 09320 to 09321

2 Bottles

— Échézeaux — 
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 10450 to 10451 

2 Bottles
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LOT 3

—
Assortment 2011

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits and Côte de Beaune

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

7 Magnums per lot

Original individual wooden cases

chf  45’000 – 80’000 per lot
€  37’500 – 66'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti — 
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00094

1 Magnum

— La Tâche — 
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00395

1 Magnum

— Richebourg — 
Grand Cru

n° 00195

1 Magnum

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant — 
Grand Cru

n° 00253

1 Magnum

— Grands Échézeaux — 
Grand Cru

n° 00192

1 Magnum

— Échézeaux — 
Grand Cru

n° 00211

1 Magnum

— Montrachet — 
Grand Cru

n° 00057

1 Magnum
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LOT 4

—
Romanée-Conti 2011
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti

Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers n° 04433 to 04434

Excellent appearance and levels.

2 Bottles per lot

Original 2-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  20’000 – 40’000 per lot
€  16’670 – 33’330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 5

—
La Tâche 2011

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 13979 to 13984

Excellent appearance and levels.

6 Bottles per lot

Original 6-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  13’000 – 26’000 per lot
€  10’830 – 21'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 6

—
Romanée-Saint-Vivant 2011

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 10720 to 10723

Excellent appearance and levels.

4 Bottles per lot

Original 4-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  4’000 – 8’000 per lot
€  3’330 – 6'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 7

—
Grands Échézeaux 2011

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 08782 to 08785

Excellent appearance and levels.

4 Bottles per lot

Original 4-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  4’000 – 8’000 per lot
€  3’330 – 6'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 8

—
Échézeaux 2011

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 09712 to 09715

Excellent appearance and levels.

4 Bottles per lot

Original 4-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  3’800 – 7’600 per lot
€  3’170 – 6'330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 9

—
Assortment 2010

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent levels.

5 Magnums per lot

Original individual wooden cases

chf  40’000 – 80’000 per lot
€  33’330 – 66'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00071

Stained front and back labels.

1 Magnum

— La Tâche —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00345

Excellent appearance.

1 Magnum

— Richebourg —
Grand Cru

n° 00191

Slightly marked label.

1 Magnum

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant —
Grand Cru

n° 00236

Excellent appearance.

1 Magnum

— Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00232

Excellent appearance.

1 Magnum
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LOT 10

—
Romanée-Conti 2010
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti

Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 03699 to 03700

Excellent appearance and levels.

2 Bottles per lot

Original 2-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  22’000 – 45’000 per lot
€  18’330 – 37'500 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 11

—
La Tâche 2010

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 12375 to 12380

Excellent appearance and levels.

6 Bottles per lot

Original 6-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€  12’500 – 25'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 12

—
La Tâche 2010

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

Consecutive numbers – n° 14155 to 14156

Excellent appearance and levels.

2 Bottles per lot

Original 2-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  5’000 – 10’000 per lot
€  4’170 – 8'330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 13

—
Richebourg 2010

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 08921 to 08924

Excellent appearance and levels.

4 Bottles per lot

Original 4-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  6’500 – 13’000 per lot
€  5’420 – 10'830 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 14

—
Romanée-Saint-Vivant 2010

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 11239 to 11242

Excellent appearance and levels.

4 Bottles per lot

Original 4-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  5’000 – 10’000 per lot
€  4’170 – 8'830 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 15

—
Grands Échézeaux 2010

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 08564 to 08567

Excellent appearance and levels.

4 Bottles per lot

Original 4-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  4’500 – 9’000 per lot
€  3’750 – 7'500 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 16

—
Échézeaux 2010

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 12033 to 12036

Excellent appearance and levels.

4 Bottles per lot

Original 4-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  4’200 – 8’400 per lot
€  3’500 – 7'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 17

—
Corton, Prince Florent de Merode 2010

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Beaune

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 03981 to 03982

Excellent appearance and levels.

2 Bottles per lot

Original 2-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  1’200 – 1’600 per lot
€  1’000 – 1'330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 18

—
Assortment 2009

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

5 Magnums per lot

Original individual wooden cases

chf  18’000 – 36’000 per lot
€  15’000 – 30'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— La Tâche —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00535

1 Magnum

— Richebourg —
Grand Cru

n° 00332

1 Magnum

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant —
Grand Cru

n° 345

1 Magnum

— Grands Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00253

1 Magnum

— Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00262

1 Magnum



— 
54 
—

— 
55 
—

LOT 19
LOT 20

—
Assortment 2009

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

4 Bottles per lot

Original 4-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  5’000 – 10’000 per lot
€  4’170 – 8'330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Richebourg —
Grand Cru

Lot 19 : n° 14014 — Lot 20 : n° 14015

1 Bottle

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant —
Grand Cru

Lot 19 : n° 16363 — Lot 20 : n° 16364

1 Bottle

— Grands Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

Lot 19 : n° 11300 — Lot 20 : n° 11301

1 Bottle

— Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

Lot 19 : n° 16920 — Lot 20 : n° 16921

1 Bottle

Photograph shows lot 19  The photograph of lot 20 is avalaible on our website



— 
56 
—

— 
57 
—

LOT 21

—
Romanée-Conti 2009
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti

Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 05218 to 05220

Excellent appearance and levels.

3 Bottles per lot

Original 3-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  32’000 – 60’000 per lot
€  26’670 – 50'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
58 
—

— 
59 
—

LOT 22

—
La Tâche 2009

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 17311 to 17316

Excellent appearance and levels.

6 Bottles per lot

Original 6-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€  12’500 – 25'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
60 
—

— 
61 
—

LOT 23

—
Richebourg 2009

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 12394 to 12399

Excellent appearance and levels.

6 Bottles per lot

Original 6-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  10’000 – 20’000 per lot
€  8’330 – 16'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
62 
—

— 
63 
—

LOT 24

—
Romanée-Saint-Vivant 2009

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 14417 to 14422

Excellent appearance and levels.

6 Bottles per lot

Original 6-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  7’500 – 15’000 per lot
€  6’250 – 12'500 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
64 
—

— 
65 
—

LOT 25

—
Grands Échézeaux 2009

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 10075 to 10080

Excellent appearance and levels.

6 Bottles per lot

Original 6-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  6’500 – 13’000 per lot
€  5’420 – 10'830 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
66 
—

— 
67 
—

LOT 26

—
Échézeaux 2009

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 14969 to 14974

Excellent appearance and levels.

6 Bottles per lot

Original 6-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  6’000 – 12’000 per lot
€  5’000 – 10'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
68 
—

— 
69 
—

LOT 27

—
Corton, Prince Florent de Merode 2009

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Beaune

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 06645 to 06647

Excellent appearance and levels.

3 Bottles per lot

Original 3-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  2’000 – 4’000 per lot
€  1’670 – 3'330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
70 
—

— 
71 
—

LOT 28

—
Romanée-Conti 2008
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti

Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 02419 to 02421

Excellent appearance and levels.

3 Bottles per lot

Original 3-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  30’000 – 60’000 per lot
€  25’000 – 50'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
72 
—

— 
73 
—

LOT 29

—
Richebourg 2008

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 05253 to 05255

Excellent appearance and levels.

3 Bottles per lot

Original 3-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  4’000 – 8’000 per lot
€  3’330 – 6'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
74 
—

— 
75 
—

LOT 30

—
Romanée-Saint-Vivant 2008

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back label.

n° 00131

Excellent appearance and level.

1 Magnum per lot

Original individual wooden case

chf  2’500 – 5’000 per lot
€  2’080 – 4'170 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
76 
—

— 
77 
—

LOT 31

—
Romanée-Saint-Vivant 2008

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 07771 to 07776

Excellent appearance and levels.

6 Bottles per lot

Original 6-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  6’500 – 13’000 per lot
€  5’420 – 10'830 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
78 
—

— 
79 
—

LOT 32

—
Grands Échézeaux 2008

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 05433 to 05435

Excellent appearance and levels.

3 Bottles per lot

Original 3-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  3’000 – 6’000 per lot
€  2’500 – 5'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
80 
—

— 
81 
—

LOT 33

—
Échézeaux 2008

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

n° 00133

Excellent appearance and level.

1 Magnum per lot

Original individual wooden case

chf  2’200 – 4’500 per lot
€  1’830 – 3'750 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
82 
—

— 
83 
—

LOT 34

—
Échézeaux 2008

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 08095 to 08100

Excellent appearance and levels.

6 Bottles per lot

Original 6-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  6’000 – 12’000 per lot
€  5’000 – 10'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
84 
—

— 
85 
—

LOT 35

—
Assortment 2007

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

Excellent appearance and levels.

5 Magnums per lot

Original individual wooden cases

chf  32’000 – 60’000 per lot
€  26’670 – 50'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti — 
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00151

1 Magnum

— Richebourg —
Grand Cru

n° 00279

1 Magnum

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant —
Grand Cru

n° 00265

1 Magnum

— Grands Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00063

1 Magnum

— Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00115

1 Magnum



— 
86 
—

— 
87 
—

LOT 36

—
Assortment 2007

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  40’000 – 80’000 per lot
€  33’330 – 66'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti —
Grand Cru Monopole

Consecutive numbers – n° 03181 to 03183

3 Bottles

— Richebourg —
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 11043 to 11051

9 Bottles



— 
88 
—

— 
89 
—

LOT 37

—
La Tâche 2007

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 13668 to 136678

Excellent appearance and levels.

11 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case

chf  20’000 – 40’000 per lot
€  16’670 – 33’330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
90 
—

— 
91 
—

LOT 38

—
Romanée-Saint-Vivant 2007

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 11440 to 11448

Excellent appearance and levels.

9 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case

chf  9’000 – 18’000 per lot
€  7’500 – 15'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
92 
—

— 
93 
—

LOT 39

—
Assortment 2006

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

6 Magnums per lot

Original very slightly damaged 6-magnum wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  36’000 – 70’000 per lot
€  30’000 – 58'330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti — 
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00139

1 Magnum

— La Tâche —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00363

1 Magnum

— Richebourg —
Grand Cru

n° 00185

1 Magnum

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant —
Grand Cru

n° 00228

1 Magnum

— Grands Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00132

1 Magnum

— Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00184

1 Magnum



— 
94 
—

— 
95 
—

LOT 40

—
Assortment 2006

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  45’000 – 80’000 per lot
€  37’500 – 66'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti —
Grand Cru Monopole

Consecutive numbers – n° 04198 to 04200

3 Bottles

— La Tâche —
Grand Cru Monopole

Consecutive numbers – n° 17384 to 17392

9 Bottles



— 
96 
—

— 
97 
—

LOT 41

—
Assortment 2006

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  14’000 – 28’000 per lot
€  11’670 – 23'330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Richebourg —
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 08705 to 08710

6 Bottles

— Grands Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 07600 to 07605

6 Bottles



— 
98 
—

— 
99 
—

LOT 42

—
Assortment 2006

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits and Côte de Beaune

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  22’000 – 40’000 per lot
€  18’330 – 33’330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant —
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 11189 to 11197

9 Bottles

— Montrachet —
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 02501 to 02503

3 Bottles



— 
100 
—

— 
101 
—

LOT 43

—
Échézeaux 2006

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 13602 to 13607

Excellent appearance and levels.

6 Bottles per lot

Original 6-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  5’500 – 11’000 per lot
€  4’580 – 9'170 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
102 
—

— 
103 
—

LOT 44

—
Assortment 2005

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

6 Magnums per lot

Original 6-magnum wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  45’000 – 90’000 per lot
€  37’500 – 75'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00221

1 Magnum

— La Tâche —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00518

1 Magnum

— Richebourg —
Grand Cru

n° 00306

1 Magnum

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant —
Grand Cru

n° 00349

1 Magnum

— Grands Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00238

1 Magnum

— Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00274

1 Magnum



— 
104 
—

— 
105 
—

LOT 45

—
Assortment 2005

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  60’000 – 90’000 per lot
€  50’000 – 75'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti —
Grand Cru Monopole

Consecutive numbers – n° 03925 to 03927

3 Bottles

— La Tâche —
Grand Cru Monopole

Consecutive numbers – n° 16237 to 16245

9 Bottles



— 
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—

— 
107 
—

LOT 46

—
Assortment 2005

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  18’000 – 36’000 per lot
€  15’000 – 30'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Richebourg —
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 10366 to 10371

6 Bottles

— Grands Échézeaux — 
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 08941 to 08946

6 Bottles



— 
108 
—

— 
109 
—

LOT 47

—
Assortment 2005

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits and Côte de Beaune

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  24’000 – 48’000 per lot
€  20’000 – 40'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant —
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 13237 to 13245

9 Bottles

— Montrachet —
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 02452 to 02454

3 Bottles



— 
110 
—

— 
111 
—

LOT 48

—
Assortment 2004

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

6 Magnums per lot

Original 6-magnum wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  35’000 – 70’000 per lot
€  29’170 – 58'330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti — 
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00098

1 Magnum

— La Tâche —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00277

1 Magnum

— Richebourg —
Grand Cru

n° 00118

1 Magnum

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant —
Grand Cru

n° 00188

1 Magnum

— Grands Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00133

1 Magnum

— Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00147

1 Magnum



— 
112 
—

— 
113 
—

LOT 49

—
Assortment 2004

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  45’000 – 90’000 per lot
€  37’500 – 75'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti —
Grand Cru Monopole

Consecutive numbers – n° 04281 to 04283

3 Bottles

— La Tâche —
Grand Cru Monopole

Consecutive numbers – n° 13363 to 133371

9 Bottles



— 
114 
—

— 
115 
—

LOT 50

—
Assortment 2004

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  13’000 – 26’000 per lot
€  10’830 – 21'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Richebourg —
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 09003 to 09008

6 Bottles

— Grands Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 08343 to 08348

6 Bottles



— 
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—

— 
117 
—

LOT 51

—
Assortment 2004

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits and Côte de Beaune

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

9 Bottles per lot

Original 9-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  18’000 – 36’000 per lot
€  15’000 – 30'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 11978 to 11983

6 Bottles

— Montrachet —
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 02715 to 02717

3 Bottles



— 
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—

— 
119 
—

LOT 52

—
Assortment 2003

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

2 Magnums per lot

Original 2-magnum wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  6’500 – 13’000 per lot
€  5’420 – 10'830 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— La Tâche —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00549

1 Magnum

— Grands Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00254

1 Magnum



— 
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—

— 
121 
—

LOT 53

—
Assortment 2003

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

11 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  35’000 – 70’000 per lot
€  29’170 – 58'330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti —
Grand Cru Monopole

Consecutive numbers – n° 02443 to 02444

2 Bottles

— La Tâche —
Grand Cru Monopole

Consecutive numbers – n° 07411 to 07414

4 Bottles

— Richebourg —
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 05488 to 05489

2 Bottles

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant —
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 09031 to 09033

3 Bottles



— 
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—

— 
123 
—

LOT 54

—
Assortment 2003

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits and Côte de Beaune

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

8 Bottles per lot

Original 8-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  10’000 – 20’000 per lot
€  8’330 – 16'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Grands Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 04040 to 04042

3 Bottles

— Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 07958 to 07961

4 Bottles

— Montrachet —
Grand Cru

n° 02157

1 Bottle



— 
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—

— 
125 
—

LOT 55

—
Assortment 2002

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

2 Magnums per lot

Original 2-magnum wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  4’500 – 9’000 per lot
€  3’750 – 7'500 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant —
Grand Cru

n° 00216

1 Magnum

— Grands Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00156

1 Magnum



— 
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—

— 
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—

LOT 56
LOT 57
LOT 58

—
Assortment 2002

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden cases (unsealed for inspection)

chf  26’000 – 36’000 per lot
€  21’670 – 30'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti —
Grand Cru Monopole

— Lot 56 —

n° 04404 

— Lot 57 — 

n° 04405 

— Lot 58 — 

n° 04406

1 Bottle 

— La Tâche —
Grand Cru Monopole

— Lot 56 —  

Consecutive numbers – n° 14151 to 14153  

— Lot 57 — 

Consecutive numbers – n° 14154 to 14156

— Lot 58 —  

Consecutive numbers – n° 14157 to 14159  

3 Bottles

— Richebourg —
Grand Cru

— Lot 56 —

n° 05310  

— Lot 57 —

n° 05311  

— Lot 58 —

n° 05312

1 Bottle 

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant —
Grand Cru

— Lot 56 —

Consecutive numbers – n° 12594 to 12595

One slightly marked label.

— Lot 57 —

Consecutive numbers – n° 12596 to 12597 

— Lot 58 —

Consecutive numbers – n° 12598 to 12599  

2 Bottles

— Grands Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

— Lot 56 —

Consecutive numbers – n° 10788 to 10789

One slightly raised cork.

— Lot 57 —

Consecutive numbers – n° 10790 to 10791

— Lot 58 —

Consecutive numbers – n° 10792 to 10793

2 Bottles

— Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

— Lot 56 —

Consecutive numbers – n° 13576 to 13578

— Lot 57 —

Consecutive numbers – n° 13579 to 13581

— Lot 58 —

Consecutive numbers – n° 13582 to 13584

3 Bottles

Photograph shows lot 56   Photographs of lots 57 and 58 are avalaible on our website



— 
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—

— 
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—

LOT 59

—
Assortment 2002

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits and Côte de Beaune

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  28’000 – 56’000 per lot
€  23’330 – 46'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 04027

1 Bottle

— La Tâche —
Grand Cru Monopole

Consecutive numbers – n° 12881 to 12885

5 Bottles

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant —
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 11478 to 11480

3 Bottles

— Grands Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 09913 to 09914

2 Bottles

— Montrachet —
Grand Cru

n° 01710

1 Bottle



— 
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— 
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LOT 60

—
Vosne-Romanée, Cuvée Duvault-Blochet 2002

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Premier Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

Consecutive numbers – n° 10756 to 10767

Excellent appearance and levels.

12 Bottles per lot

Original wooden case

chf  6’500 – 9’500 per lot
€  5’420 – 7'920 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
132 
—

— 
133 
—

LOT 61

—
Assortment 2001

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

6 Magnums per lot

Original 6-magnum wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  38’000 – 75’000 per lot
€  31’670 – 62'500 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti — 
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00115

1 Magnum

— La Tâche —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00266

1 Magnum

— Richebourg —
Grand Cru

n° 00129

1 Magnum

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant —
Grand Cru

n° 00113

1 Magnum

— Grands Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00082

1 Magnum

— Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00134

1 Magnum



— 
134 
—

— 
135 
—

LOT 62

—
Assortment 2001

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits and Côte de Beaune

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

9 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  65’000 – 110’000 per lot
€  54’170 – 91'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti —
Grand Cru Monopole

Consecutive numbers – n° 04960 to 04965

6 Bottles

— Montrachet —
Grand Cru

n° 02439 to 02441

One at 2,7cms below base of capsule.

3 Bottles



— 
136 
—

— 
137 
—

LOT 63

— 
La Tâche 2001

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 15966 to 15977

Excellent appearance and levels.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  24’000 – 48’000 per lot
€  20’000 – 40'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
138 
—

— 
139 
—

LOT 64

—
Richebourg 2001

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 09780 to 09791

Excellent appearance and levels.

12 Bottles per lot

Original wooden case

chf  18’000 – 36’000 per lot
€  15’000 – 30'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
140 
—

— 
141 
—

LOT 65

—
Romanée-Saint-Vivant 2001

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 10330 to 10341

Excellent appearance and levels.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€  12’500 – 25'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
142 
—

— 
143 
—

LOT 66

—
Grands Échézeaux 2001

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 08598 to 08609

Excellent appearance and levels.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  14’000 – 28’000 per lot
€  11’670 – 23'330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
144 
—

— 
145 
—

LOT 67

—
Assortment 2000

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

6 Magnums per lot

Original 6-magnum wooden case with straws (unsealed for inspection)

chf  38’000 – 75’000 per lot
€  31’670 – 62'500 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00093

1 Magnum

— La Tâche —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00258

1 Magnum

— Richebourg — 
Grand Cru

n° 00141

1 Magnum

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant —
Grand Cru

n° 00101

1 Magnum

— Grands Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00075

1 Magnum

— Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00131

1 Magnum



— 
146 
—

— 
147 
—

LOT 68

—
Romanée-Conti 2000

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 04609 to 04614

Excellent appearance and levels for the age. 

One has a very slightly marked label and one has a very slightly scuffed label.

6 Bottles per lot

Original 6-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  60’000 – 110’000 per lot
€  50’000 – 91'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
148 
—

— 
149 
—

LOT 69

—
La Tâche 2000

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 18963 to 18974

Excellent appearance and levels.

One slightly torn vintage slip.

One slightly torn label.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case with straws (unsealed for inspection)

chf  20’000 – 40’000 per lot
€  16’670 – 33’330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
150 
—

— 
151 
—

LOT 70

—
Richebourg 2000

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 11806 to 11817

Excellent appearance and levels.

Four very slightly marked labels.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case with straws (unsealed for inspection)

chf  18’000 – 36’000 per lot
€  15’000 – 30'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
152 
—

— 
153 
—

LOT 71

—
Romanée-Saint-Vivant 2000

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 09944 to 09955

Excellent appearance and levels.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€  12’500 – 25'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
154 
—

— 
155 
—

LOT 72

—
Grands Échézeaux 2000

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 08597 to 08608

Excellent appearance and levels.

Five very slightly marked labels.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case with straws (unsealed for inspection)

chf  14’000 – 28’000 per lot
€  11’670 – 23'330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
156 
—

— 
157 
—

LOT 73

—
Échézeaux 2000

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 12586 to 12597

Excellent appearance and levels.

Two slightly marked labels

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case with straws (unsealed for inspection)

chf  12’000 – 16’000 per lot
€  10’000 – 13'330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
158 
—

— 
159 
—

LOT 74

—
Assortment 1999

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels.

6 Magnums per lot

Original 6-magnum wooden case with straws (unsealed for inspection)

chf  55’000 – 100’000 per lot
€  45’830 – 83'330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti — 
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00106

Level at 2,8cms below base of capsule.

1 Magnum

— La Tâche —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00250

1 Magnum

— Richebourg —
Grand Cru

n° 00149

1 Magnum

 
— Romanée-Saint-Vivant —

Grand Cru

n° 00139

1 Magnum

— Grands Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00085

1 Magnum

 
— Échézeaux —

Grand Cru

n° 00133

1 Magnum



— 
160 
—

— 
161 
—

LOT 75

—
Romanée-Conti 1999
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti

Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

Consecutive numbers – n° 04738 to 04743

Excellent appearance and levels.

6 Bottles per lot

Original 6-bottle wooden case with straws (unsealed for inspection)

chf  75’000 – 110’000 per lot
€  62’500 – 91'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
162 
—

— 
163 
—

LOT 76

—
La Tâche 1999

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 12167 to 12178

Excellent appearance and levels.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case with straws (unsealed for inspection)

chf  40’000 – 80’000 per lot
€  33’330 – 66,670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
164 
—

— 
165 
—

LOT 77

—
Richebourg 1999

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 10612 to 10623

Excellent appearance and levels.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case with straws (unsealed for inspection)

chf  24’000 – 48’000 per lot
€  20’000 – 40'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
166 
—

— 
167 
—

LOT 78

—
Romanée-Saint-Vivant 1999

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

Consecutive numbers – n° 09275 to 09286

Excellent appearance and levels.

One very slightly raised cork.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case with straws (unsealed for inspection)

chf  20’000 – 40’000 per lot
€  16’670 – 33’330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
168 
—

— 
169 
—

LOT 79

—
Grands Échézeaux 1999

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 07426 to 07437

Excellent appearance and levels.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case with straws (unsealed for inspection)

chf  20’000 – 40’000 per lot
€  16’670 – 33’330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
170 
—

— 
171 
—

LOT 80

—
Échézeaux 1999

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 10456 to 10467

Excellent appearance and levels.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case with straws (unsealed for inspection)

chf  18’000 – 36’000 per lot
€  15’000 – 30'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
172 
—

— 
173 
—

LOT 81

—
Vosne-Romanée, Cuvée Duvault-Blochet 1999

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Premier Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 00111 to 00113

Excellent appearance and levels.

One at 4,1cms below base of capsule.

3 Magnums per lot

Original 3-magnum wooden case with straws (unsealed for inspection)

chf  3’500 – 4’500 per lot
€  2’920 – 3'750 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
174 
—

— 
175 
—

LOT 82

—
Vosne-Romanée, Cuvée Duvault-Blochet 1999

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Premier Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 16904 to 16915

Excellent appearance and levels.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case with straws (unsealed for inspection)

chf  7’000 – 10’000 per lot
€  5’830 – 8'830 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
176 
—

— 
177 
—

LOT 83

—
Assortment 1998

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

6 Magnums per lot

Original 6-magnum wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  38’000 – 75’000 per lot
€  31’670 – 62'500 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00047 

1 Magnum

— La Tâche —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00160

1 Magnum

— Richebourg —
Grand Cru

n° 00089

1 Magnum

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant —
Grand Cru

n° 00075

1 Magnum

— Grands Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00059

1 Magnum

— Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00086

1 Magnum



— 
178 
—

— 
179 
—

LOT 84

—
Romanée-Conti 1998
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti

Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 03835 to 03942

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

8 Bottles per lot

Original 8-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  80’000 – 140’000 per lot
€  66’670 – 116'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
180 
—

— 
181 
—

LOT 85

—
La Tâche 1998

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 13580 to 13591

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  20’000 – 40’000 per lot
€  16’670 – 33’330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
182 
—

— 
183 
—

LOT 86

—
Richebourg 1998

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 09725 to 09736

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  18’000 – 36’000 per lot
€  15’000 – 30'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
184 
—

— 
185 
—

LOT 87

—
Grands Échézeaux 1998

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 06170 to 06181

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  13’000 – 26’000 per lot
€  10’830 – 21'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
186 
—

— 
187 
—

LOT 88

—
Échézeaux 1998

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 09535 to 09546

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  12’000 – 24’000 per lot
€  10’000 – 20'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
188 
—

— 
189 
—

LOT 89

—
Assortment 1997

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

6 Magnums per lot

Original 6-magnum wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  38’000 – 75’000 per lot
€  31’670 – 62'500 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00053 

1 Magnum

 
 

— La Tâche —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00168

1 Magnum

— Richebourg —
Grand Cru

n° 00100

1 Magnum

 
 

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant —
Grand Cru

n° 00097

Level at 3,4cms below base of capsule.

1 Magnum

— Grands Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00063

1 Magnum

Very slightly damaged capsule.

Level at 3,8cms below base of capsule.

— Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00115

1 Magnum



— 
190 
—

— 
191 
—

LOT 90

—
Assortment 1997

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

10 Bottles per lot

Original 10-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  14’000 – 28’000 per lot
€  11’670 – 23'330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— La Tâche —
Grand Cru Monopole

Consecutive numbers – n° 12343 to 12344

2 Bottles

— Richebourg — 
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 09775 to 09776

2 Bottles

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant — 
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 07683 to 07684

2 Bottles

— Grands Échézeaux — 
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 06411 to 06412

2 Bottles

— Échézeaux — 
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 12104 to 12105

2 Bottles



— 
192 
—

— 
193 
—

LOT 91

—
Romanée-Conti 1997
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti

Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 03772 to 03779

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

8 Bottles per lot

Original 8-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  80’000 – 140’000 per lot
€  66’670 – 116'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
194 
—

— 
195 
—

LOT 92

—
La Tâche 1997

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 12331 to 12342

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  22’000 – 45’000 per lot
€  18’330 – 37'500 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
196 
—

— 
197 
—

LOT 93

—
Richebourg 1997

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 09763 to 09774

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

12 Bottles per lot

Original wooden case

chf  18’000 – 36’000 per lot
€  15’000 – 30'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
198 
—

— 
199 
—

LOT 94

—
Romanée-Saint-Vivant 1997

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 07671 to 07682

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€  12’500 – 25'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
200 
—

— 
201 
—

LOT 95

—
Grands Échézeaux 1997

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 06395 to 06410

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

One at 2,7cms below base of capsule.

12 Bottles per lot

Original wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  14’000 – 28’000 per lot
€  11’670 – 23'330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
202 
—

— 
203 
—

LOT 96

—
Échézeaux 1997

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 12092 to 12101

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

12 Bottles per lot

Original wooden case

chf  12’000 – 24’000 per lot
€  10’000 – 20'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
204 
—

— 
205 
—

LOT 97

—
Assortment 1996

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Good appearance and levels for the age.

Very slightly marked labels.

5 Magnums per lot

Neutral cartons

chf  15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€  12’500 – 25'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— La Tâche —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00220 

1 Magnum

— Richebourg —
Grand Cru

n° 00118 

1 Magnum

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant —
Grand Cru

n° 00111 

1 Magnum

— Grands Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00040 

1 Magnum

Level at 3,2cms below base of capsule.

— Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00108 

1 Magnum



— 
206 
—

— 
207 
—

LOT 98

—
Romanée-Conti 1996
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti

Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 03147 to 03154

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

8 Bottles per lot

Original 8-bottle wooden case with tissues (unsealed for inspection)

chf  85’000 – 140’000 per lot
€  70’830 – 116'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
208 
—

— 
209 
—

LOT 99

—
La Tâche 1996

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 14707 to 14718

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

One stained vintage slip.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case with tissues (unsealed for inspection)

chf  24’000 – 48’000 per lot
€  20’000 – 40'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
210 
—

— 
211 
—

LOT 100

—
Richebourg 1996

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 08065 to 08076

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case with tissues (unsealed for inspection)

chf  18’000 – 36’000 per lot
€  15’000 – 30'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
212 
—

— 
213 
—

LOT 101

—
Romanée-Saint-Vivant 1996

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 10039 to 10050

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

One slightly marked and four very slightly stained labels.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case with tissues (unsealed for inspection)

chf  15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€  12’500 – 25'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
214 
—

— 
215 
—

LOT 102

—
Grands Échézeaux 1996

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 04500 to 04511

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

Three very slightly stained labels and one very slightly marked.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case with tissues (unsealed for inspection)

chf  14’000 – 18’000 per lot
€  11’670 – 15'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 103

—
Échézeaux 1996

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 09344 to 09355

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case with tissues (unsealed for inspection)

chf  12’000 – 24’000 per lot
€  10’000 – 20'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 104

—
Assortment 1995

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

6 Magnums per lot

Neutral cartons

chf  35’000 – 70’000 per lot
€  29’170 – 58'330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00079

Marked label.

Excellent level for the age. 

1 Magnum

— La Tâche —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00220 

Slightly marked label.

Level at 4,4cms below base of capsule.

1 Magnum

— Richebourg —
Grand Cru

n° 00121 

Slightly marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Magnum

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant —
Grand Cru

n° 00153 

Very slightly marked label.

Level at 3,9cms below base of capsule.

1 Magnum 

— Grands Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00131 

Slightly marked label.

Level at 3,7cms below base of capsule.

1 Magnum 

— Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00132 

Very slightly marked label.

Level at 4,3cms below base of capsule.

1 Magnum
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LOT 105

—
Romanée-Conti 1995
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti

Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 02946 to 02953

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

8 Bottles per lot

Original 8-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  80’000 – 140’000 per lot
€  66’670 – 116'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 106

—
La Tâche 1995

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 11725 to 11734

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

Two very slightly stained labels.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  22’000 – 45’000 per lot
€  18’330 – 37'500 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 107

—
Richebourg 1995

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 05797 to 05808

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

Two at 2,6cms below base of capsules.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  18’000 – 36’000 per lot
€  15’000 – 30'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 108

—
Romanée-Saint-Vivant 1995

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 06905 to 06916

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€  12’500 – 25'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 109

—
Échézeaux 1995

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 06896 to 06907

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  12’000 – 24’000 per lot
€  10’000 – 20'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 110

—
Assortment 1994

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

6 Magnums per lot

Neutral cartons

chf  30’000 – 60’000 per lot
€  25’000 – 50'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00046 

Marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Magnum

— La Tâche —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00146 

Slightly marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Magnum

— Richebourg —
Grand Cru

n° 00116 

Slightly marked label.

Level at 3,7cms below base of capsule.

1 Magnum

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant —
Grand Cru

n° 00090 

Marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Magnum

— Grands Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00105 

Slightly marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Magnum

— Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00072 

Marked label.

Level at 4,2cms below base of capsule.

1 Magnum
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LOT 111

—
Romanée-Conti 1994
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti

Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 03359 to 03366

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

8 Bottles per lot

Original 8-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  75’000 – 140’000 per lot
€  62’500 – 116'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 112

—
La Tâche 1994

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 15439 to 15450

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

Levels: one at 2,7cms, one at 2,9cms and one at 3cms below base of capsules.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  18’000 – 36’000 per lot
€  15’000 – 30'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 113

—
Richebourg 1994

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 09178 to 09189

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

Levels : one at 2,6cms and one at 3cms below base of capsules.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  13’000 – 16’000 per lot
€  10’830 – 13'330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 114

—
Romanée-Saint-Vivant 1994

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 09646 to 09657

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

One slightly corroded and slightly swollen capsule.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  12’000 – 24’000 per lot
€  10’000 – 20'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 115

—
Grands Échézeaux 1994

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 10211 to 1222

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

Two very slightly marked labels.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  12’000 – 24’000 per lot
€  10’000 – 20'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 116

—
Échézeaux 1994

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 08288 to 08299

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

One slightly marked label.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  10’000 – 20’000 per lot
€  8’330 – 16'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 117

—
Assortment 1993

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

6 Magnums per lot

Neutral cartons

chf  35’000 – 70’000 per lot
€  29’170 – 58'330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00057 

Corroded capsule with signs of seepage. 

Marked label.

Level at 3,6cms below base of capsule. 

1 Magnum

— La Tâche —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00160 

Slightly marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Magnum

— Richebourg —
Grand Cru

n° 000079 

Marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Magnum

 
— Romanée-Saint-Vivant —

Grand Cru

n° 00128 

Marked label.

Level at 3cms below base of capsule.

1 Magnum

— Grands Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00067 

Marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Magnum

 
— Échézeaux —

Grand Cru

n° 00087 

Marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Magnum
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LOT 118

—
Romanée-Conti 1993
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti

Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 02734 to 02740

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

Levels: one at 2,6cms and one at 3,5cms below base of capsules.

8 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  90’000 – 160’000 per lot
€  75’000 – 133'330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 119

—
Assortment 1993

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  26’000 – 50’000 per lot
€  21’670 – 41'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— La Tâche —
Grand Cru Monopole

Consecutive numbers – n° 13811 to 13820

One slightly raised cork.

One at 3,6cms below base of capsule.

10 Bottles

— Richebourg —
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 108652 to 08653

2 Bottles
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LOT 120

—
La Tâche 1993

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 13822 to 13824

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

3 Bottles per lot

Neutral cartons

chf  7’000 – 14’000 per lot
€  5’830 – 11'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 121

—
Richebourg 1993

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 08640 to 08651

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

Levels : one at 3cms, one at 3,1cms and one at 4,5cms below base of capsules.

One slightly raised cork.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  18’000 – 36’000 per lot
€  15’000 – 30'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 122

—
Romanée-Saint-Vivant 1993

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 13094 to 13105

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€  12’500 – 25'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 123

—
Assortment 1993

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  12’000 – 24’000 per lot
€  10’000 – 20'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Grands Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 06523 to 06526

4 Bottles

— Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 09588 to 09595

8 Bottles
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LOT 124

—
Assortment 1993

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits and Côte de Beaune

French back labels.

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

9 Bottles per lot

Original 9-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  16’000 – 32’000 per lot
€  13’330 – 26'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 09582 to 09587

6 Bottles

— Montrachet —
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 02475 to 02477

One slightly raised cork.

One at 5cms below base of capsule.

3 Bottles
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LOT 125

—
Assortment 1992

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

6 Magnums per lot

Neutral cartons

chf  30’000 – 60’000 per lot
€  25’000 – 50'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00020 

Slightly marked label.

Level at 4,2cms below base of capsule.

1 Magnum 

— La Tâche —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00031 

Marked label.

Level at 4,8cms below base of capsule. 

1 Magnum

— Richebourg —
Grand Cru

n° 00026 

Slightly marked label.

Level at 4,8cms below base of capsule. 

1 Magnum

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant —
Grand Cru

n° 00014 

Very slightly marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Magnum

— Grands Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00031 

Very slightly marked label.

Level at 4,8cms below base of capsule. 

1 Magnum

— Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00007 

Slightly marked label.

Level at 3,1cms below base of capsule.

1 Magnum
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LOT 126

—
Romanée-Conti 1992
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti

Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 02196 to 02201

Slightly bin-soiled labels, two of which are very slightly marked.

Excellent levels for the age.

6 Bottles per lot

Neutral cartons

chf  50’000 – 90’000 per lot
€  41’670 – 75'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 127

—
La Tâche 1992

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 09544 to 09555

Good appearance and levels for the age.

Very slightly marked labels.

One at 3,1cms below base of capsule.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  18’000 – 36’000 per lot
€  15’000 – 30'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 128

—
Richebourg 1992

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 05083 to 05094

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

Two slightly swollen capsules, one of which with slight signs of seepage, and two slightly corroded capsules.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  13’000 – 16’000 per lot
€  10’830 – 13'330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 129

—
Romanée-Saint-Vivant 1992

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 08278 to 08289

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

One torn label.

One at 2,8cms below base of capsule.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  12’000 – 24’000 per lot
€  10’000 – 20'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 130

—
Grands Échézeaux 1992

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 05134 to 05145

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  12’000 – 24’000 per lot
€  10’000 – 20'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 131

—
Échézeaux 1992

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 10359 to 10370

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

One at 3,1cms below base of capsule.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  10’000 – 20’000 per lot
€  8’330 – 16'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 132

—
Assortment 1991

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

5 Magnums per lot

Neutral cartons

chf  17’000 – 35’000 per lot
€  14’170 – 29'170 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— La Tâche — 
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00038 

Slightly marked label.

Level at 3,9cms below base of capsule. 

1 Magnum

— Richebourg — 
Grand Cru

n° 00007 

Slightly marked label.

Level at 2,8cms below base of capsule. 

1 Magnum

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant — 
Grand Cru

n° 00011 

Very slightly marked label.

Level at 2,8cms below base of capsule. 

1 Magnum

— Grands Échézeaux — 
Grand Cru

n° 00019 

Very slightly marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Magnum

— Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 00026 

Slightly damaged capsule with slight  

signs of seepage.

Slightly marked label.

Level at 3,2cms below base of capsule. 

1 Magnum
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LOT 133

—
Assortment 1991

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent levels for the age.

3 Bottles per lot

Neutral cartons

chf  4’000 – 8’000 per lot
€  3’330 – 6'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Richebourg —
Grand Cru

n° 03756

Slightly marked label.

1 Bottle

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant — 
Grand Cru

n° 06659

Marked and stained label.

1 Bottle

— Grands Échézeaux — 
Grand Cru

n° 04448

Very slightly marked and stained label.

1 Bottle
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LOT 134

—
Romanée-Conti 1991
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti

Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 01883 to 01889

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

Three very slightly marked labels.

7 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case

chf  75’000 – 140’000 per lot
€  62’500 – 116'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 135

—
La Tâche 1991

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back label.

n° 00048

Excellent appearance and level for the age.

Very slightly marked label.

1 Jeroboam per lot

Original individual wooden case

chf  15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€  12’500 – 25'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 136

—
La Tâche 1991

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 06673 to 06684

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  35’000 – 65’000 per lot
€  29’170 – 54'170 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 137

—
Richebourg 1991

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 03744 to 03755

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

One bottle with slight signs of seepage.

One slightly stained label.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  18’000 – 36’000 per lot
€  15’000 – 30'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 138

—
Romanée-Saint-Vivant 1991

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 06647 to 06658 

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

Two slightly corroded capsules.

One very slightly stained label.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€  12’500 – 25'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 139

—
Assortment 1990

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

3 Magnums per lot

Neutral cartons

chf  15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€  12’500 – 25'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— La Tâche — 
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00483 

Stained label.

Level at 3,5cms below base of capsule. 

1 Magnum

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant — 
Grand Cru

n° 00109 

Stained and slightly scuffed label.

Level at 4,3cms below base of capsule. 

1 Magnum

— Échézeaux — 
Grand Cru

n° 00137 

Stained label.

Level at 4,1cms below base of capsule. 

1 Magnum
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LOT 140

—
Romanée-Conti 1990
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti

Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Two series of consecutive numbers – n° 03814 to 03816 and 03818 to 03820

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

One slightly swollen capsule with air.

Very slightly bin-soiled labels two of which are slightly stained, and three marked labels.

6 Bottles per lot

Neutral cartons

chf  65’000 – 110’000 per lot
€  54’170 – 91'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 141

—
La Tâche 1990

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 12397 to 12408

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

One slightly corroded capsule.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  45’000 – 85’000 per lot
€  37’500 – 70'830 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
294 
—

— 
295 
—

LOT 142

—
Richebourg 1990

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 08195 to 08204

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  30’000 – 60’000 per lot
€  25’000 – 50'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
296 
—

— 
297 
—

LOT 143

—
Romanée-Saint-Vivant 1990

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 10721 to 10732

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  20’000 – 40’000 per lot
€  16’670 – 33’330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
298 
—

— 
299 
—

LOT 144

—
Grands Échézeaux 1990

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 06531 to 06542

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

One at 2,9cms below base of capsule.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  20’000 – 40’000 per lot
€  16’670 – 33’330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
300 
—

— 
301 
—

LOT 145

—
Échézeaux 1990

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 09058 to 09069

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

One at 2,6cms below base of capsule.

One bottle with slight signs of seepage.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  16’000 – 32’000 per lot
€  13’330 – 26'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
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—

— 
303 
—

LOT 146

—
Assortment 1989

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent levels for the age.

5 Magnums per lot

Neutral cartons

chf  15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€  12’500 – 25'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— La Tâche — 
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 00125 

Slightly stained label.

1 Magnum

— Richebourg — 
Grand Cru

n° 00095 

Stained label.

1 Magnum

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant — 
Grand Cru

n° 00142 

Slightly stained label.

1 Magnum

— Grands Échézeaux — 
Grand Cru

n° 00090 

Stained label.

1 Magnum

— Échézeaux — 
Grand Cru

n° 00125 

Slightly stained label.

1 Magnum



— 
304 
—

— 
305 
—

LOT 147

—
Assortment 1989

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Excellent levels for the age.

3 Bottles per lot

Neutral cartons

chf  3’000 – 5’000 per lot
€  2’500 – 4'170 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant —
Grand Cru

n° 04624

Slightly marked label.

1 Bottle

— Grands Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 02556

Slightly swollen capsule.

Slightly marked label.

1 Bottle

— Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 04430

Slightly marked and very slightly creased label.

1 Bottle



— 
306 
—

— 
307 
—

LOT 148

—
Romanée-Conti 1989
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti

Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Non-Consecutive numbers – n° 01736 to 01738, 01740, 01742 to 01743

Two slightly marked vintage slips.

Three marked labels and one slightly creased.

Excellent levels for the age.

6 Bottles per lot

Neutral cartons

chf  60’000 – 110’000 per lot
€  50’000 – 91'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
308 
—

— 
309 
—

LOT 149

—
La Tâche 1989

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 05553 to 05564

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

Swollen capsules two of which have signs of seepage.

Two stained vintage slips.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case

chf  22’000 – 45’000 per lot
€  18’330 – 37'500 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
310 
—

— 
311 
—

LOT 150

—
Richebourg 1989

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 03252 to 03263

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

One slightly marked label.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case

chf  18’000 – 36’000 per lot
€  15’000 – 30'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
312 
—

— 
313 
—

LOT 151

—
Romanée-Saint-Vivant 1989

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 04627 to 04638

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case

chf  15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€  12’500 – 25'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
314 
—

— 
315 
—

LOT 152

—
Échézeaux 1989

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 04432 to 04443

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

One slightly damp-stained label.

One at 3,2cms below base of capsule.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case

chf  12’000 – 24’000 per lot
€  10’000 – 20'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
316 
—

— 
317 
—

LOT 153

—
Grands Échézeaux 1988

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 00226 to 00228

One damaged capsule.

Slightly damp-stained labels.

Levels: one at 1,8cms, one at 2,5cms, one at 5,1cms below base of capsules.

3 Magnums per lot

Neutral cartons

chf  5’500 – 11’000 per lot
€  4’580 – 9'170 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
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—

— 
319 
—

LOT 154

—
Assortment 1988

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Leroy slip labels.

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

6 Bottles per lot

Neutral cartons

chf  24’000 – 48’000 per lot
€  20’000 – 40'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti — 
Grand Cru Monopole

Consecutive numbers – n° 01524 to  01525 

One has a slightly marked slip label.

One at 4,2cms below base of capsule.

2 Bottles

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant — 
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 10972 to  10973 

One has a slightly marked label.

2 Bottles

— Échézeaux — 
Grand Cru

Consecutive numbers – n° 14671 to  14672

One has a marked label.

2 Bottles



— 
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—

— 
321 
—

LOT 155

—
La Tâche 1988

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Leroy slip labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 13496 to 13507

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

Slightly corroded capsules.

Levels: one at 3,2cms and one at 3,5cms below base of capsules.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  22’000 – 45’000 per lot
€  18’330 – 37'500 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
322 
—

— 
323 
—

LOT 156

—
Richebourg 1988

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Leroy slip labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 03054 to 03065

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

One very slightly corroded capsule.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  18’000 – 36’000 per lot
€  15’000 – 30'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
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—

— 
325 
—

LOT 157

—
Romanée-Saint-Vivant 1988

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

French back labels.

Leroy slip labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 10959 to 10970

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

Very slightly corroded capsules.

One at 3cms below base of capsule.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€  12’500 – 25'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
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—

— 
327 
—

LOT 158

—
Assortment 1987

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

Leroy slip labels.

Very slightly marked labels.

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

6 Magnums per lot

Neutral cartons

chf  30’000 – 60’000 per lot
€  25’000 – 50'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti — 
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 000003 

1 Magnum

— La Tâche — 
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 000007 

1 Magnum

— Richebourg — 
Grand Cru

n° 000003 

1 Magnum

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant — 
Grand Cru

n° 000007 

1 Magnum

— Grands Échézeaux — 
Grand Cru

n° 000003 

1 Magnum

— Échézeaux — 
Grand Cru

n° 000007 

1 Magnum



— 
328 
—

— 
329 
—

LOT 159

—
Romanée-Conti 1986
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti

Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

Leroy slip labels.

Non-Consecutive numbers – n° 003496, 003499, 004444

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

One stained vintage slip and one slightly marked label.

3 Bottles per lot

Neutral cartons

chf  28’000 – 55’000 per lot
€  23’330 – 45'830 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
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—

— 
331 
—

LOT 160

—
Assortment 1986

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

Leroy slip label.

Excellent levels for the age.

2 Bottles per lot

Neutral cartons

chf  11’000 – 22’000 per lot
€  9’170 – 18'330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Conti —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 004440

Loose vintage slip.

Slightly marked and torn label.

1 Bottle

— La Tâche —
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 011709

Very slightly marked label.

1 Bottle



— 
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—

— 
333 
—

LOT 161

—
Échézeaux 1986

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

Leroy slip labels.

Non-Consecutive numbers – n° 012986, 012994, 013002, 013004, 013019, 013044

Marianne on top of the capsules, two of which are slightly corroded.

Very slightly marked labels.

Excellent levels for the age.

6 Bottles per lot

Neutral carton

chf  5’000 – 10’000 per lot
€  4’170 – 8'830 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
334 
—

— 
335 
—

LOT 162

—
La Tâche 1985

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

Leroy slip label.

n° 000033 

Very slightly damaged wax capsule.

Slight signs of old seepage.

Slightly marked label.

Level at 4cms below base of wax. 

1 Jeroboam per lot

Neutral carton

chf  15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€  12’500 – 25'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
336 
—

— 
337 
—

LOT 163

—
Assortment 1985

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

Leroy slip labels.

Very slightly marked labels.

Excellent levels for the age.

2 Bottles per lot

Neutral carton

chf  2’400 – 4’800 per lot
€  2’000 – 4'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Romanée-Saint-Vivant —
Grand Cru

n° 006673

1 Bottle

— Échézeaux —
Grand Cru

n° 003935

1 Bottle



— 
338 
—

— 
339 
—

LOT 164

—
Romanée-Conti 1979
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti

Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

n° 0013 

Remains of wax capsule.

Very slightly raised cork.

Bin-soiled label. 

Level at 4,2cms below base of cork.

1 Jeroboam per lot

Neutral carton

chf  40’000 – 80’000 per lot
€  33’330 – 66,670 per lot

In bond



— 
340 
—

— 
341 
—

LOT 165

—
Échézeaux 1978

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

Leroy slip labels.

Non-Consecutive numbers – n° 001190 to 001191, 001198

One corroded and one very slightly damaged capsule. 

Slightly damp-stained and marked labels.

Levels: one at 2,6cms, one at 3,8cms and one at 4cms below base of capsules.

3 Bottles per lot

Neutral carton

chf  3’000 – 6’000 per lot
€  2’500 – 5'000 per lot

In bond



— 
342 
—

— 
343 
—

LOT 166

—
Échézeaux 1971

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

n° 000256 

Very slightly marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Magnum per lot

Neutral carton

chf  2’500 – 5’000 per lot
€  2’080 – 4'170 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
344 
—

— 
345 
—

LOT 167

—
Romanée-Conti 1970
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti

Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

Non-Consecutive numbers – n° 00174, 001385

Slightly bin-soiled, slightly torn and slightly marked labels.

Levels: one at 2,6cms and one at 4,6cms below base of capsules.

2 Bottles per lot

Neutral carton

chf  15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€  12’500 – 25'000 per lot

In bond



— 
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—

— 
347 
—

LOT 168

—
Richebourg 1970

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

n° 000678 

Cut capsule to reveal branded cork.

Bin-soiled label.

Level at 2,6cms below base of capsule. 

1 Magnum per lot

Neutral carton

chf  3’000 – 6’000 per lot
€  2’500 – 5'000 per lot

In bond



— 
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—

— 
349 
—

LOT 169

—
Grands Échézeaux 1970

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

Consecutive numbers – n° 003006 to 003008

Stained and slightly scuffed labels.

Levels: one at 2,7cms, one at 5,5cms and one at 6cms below base of capsules. 

3 Bottles per lot

Neutral carton

chf  2’000 – 4’000 per lot
€  1’670 – 3'330 per lot

In bond



— 
350 
—

— 
351 
—

LOT 170

—
Grands Échézeaux 1959

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

n° 0244

New Domaine capsule and label.

Excellent appearance and level for the age.

1 Magnum per lot

Original wooden case

chf  4’000 – 8’000 per lot
€  3’330 – 6'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.



— 
352 
—

— 
353 
—

LOT 171

—
Richebourg 1948

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

Very slightly damaged capsule.

Bin-soiled label.

Level at 6cms below base of capsule. 

1 Magnum per lot

Neutral carton

chf  3’000 – 6’000 per lot
€  2’500 – 5'000 per lot

In bond



— 
354 
—

— 
355 
—

LOT 172

—
Échézeaux 1938

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

J. Drouhin slip label.  

Damaged wax capsule with signs of seepage.

Bin-soiled label. 

Level at 8cms below base of wax.

1 Magnum per lot

Neutral carton

chf  800 – 1’200 per lot
€  670 – 1’000 per lot

In bond



— 
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—

— 
357 
—

LOT 173

— 
Romanée-Conti – Vertical from 1971 to 1934

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

3 Magnums per lot

One original wooden case and two neutral cartons

chf  50’000 – 100’000 per lot
€  41’670 – 83'330 per lot

In bond

— Vintage 1971 —
Grand Cru Monopole

Late release from the Domaine.

n° 000357

Excellent appearance and level for the age.

1 Magnum

— Vintage 1953 —
Grand Cru Monopole

Recent Domaine capsule and label. 

Removed capsule to reveal branded cork. 

Slightly stained and creased label.

Level at 4,6cms below base of capsule.

1 Magnum

— Vintage 1934 —
Grand Cru Monopole

Very slight remains of old wax below new Domaine capsule. 

Remains of original label on the back.

Recent Domaine label, slightly marked. 

Level at 8,2cms below base of wax.

1 Magnum



— 
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—

— 
359 
—

LOT 174

—
Romanée-Conti – Vertical from 1991 to 1937

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

12 Bottles per lot

Neutral cartons

chf  120’000 – 200’000 per lot
€  100’000 – 166'670 per lot

In bond

( Full notice on next page )



— 
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— Vintage 1991 —
Grand Cru Monopole

French back label.

n° 01882 

Excellent appearance and level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1990 — 
Grand Cru Monopole

French back label.

n° 003821

Very slightly marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1988 — 
Grand Cru Monopole

French back label.

Leroy slip label.

n° 01526 

Excellent appearance and level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1987 — 
Grand Cru Monopole

Leroy slip label.

n° 00403 

Very slightly marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1986 — 
Grand Cru Monopole

Leroy slip label.

n° 003501 

Very slightly damaged capsule  

(Marianne on top).

Slightly marked and very slightly torn label. 

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1980 — 
Grand Cru Monopole

Leroy slip label.

n° 001911

Cut capsule to reveal full branded cork.

Bin-soiled label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1978 — 
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 005893 

Removed capsule to reveal full branded cork 

(Marianne on top). 

Reconditionned at the Domaine in 1995.

Very slightly marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1976 — 
Grand Cru Monopole

J.L.P. Lebegue & Co Ltd London slip label.

n° 001904 

No vintage slip label. 

Removed capsule to reveal full branded cork. 

Slightly marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1970 — 
Grand Cru Monopole

 n° 001386 

Removed capsule to reveal full branded cork.

Slightly marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1961 — 
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 05075 

Damaged and part missing wax,  

with old signs of seepage.

Stained and part missing label. 

Level at 3,4cms below base of wax.  

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1952 — 
Grand Cru Monopole

Recent Domaine wax and label.  

Slightly stained label. 

Level at 2,7cms below base of wax.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1937 — 
Grand Cru Monopole

Slightly cracked wax.

Stained label.

Level at 4cms below base of wax.

1 Bottle

LOT 174   
 

Romanée-Conti – Vertical from 1991 to 1937  ( continued )
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— 
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LOT 175

—
La Tâche – Vertical from 1976 to 1957

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

5 Magnums per lot

Neutral cartons

chf  16’000 – 32’000 per lot
€  13’330 – 26'670 per lot

In bond

— Vintage 1976 —
Grand Cru Monopole

Leroy slip label.

n° 0252 

Handwritten note on label : « 73cl »

Slightly marked and torn label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Magnum

— Vintage 1971 —
Grand Cru Monopole

US slip label.

n° 01178 

Very slightly damaged capsule.

Slightly marked label.

Level at 2,8cms below base of capsule. 

1 Magnum

— Vintage 1969 —
Grand Cru Monopole

Leroy slip label.

n° 000722 

Slightly bin-soiled and stained label.

Level at 2,8cms below base of capsule.  

1 Magnum

 
— Vintage 1967 —

Grand Cru Monopole

Leroy slip label.

n° 000234 

Very slightly marked label.

Level at 3,8cms below base of capsule. 

1 Magnum 

— Vintage 1957 — 
Grand Cru Monopole

Leroy slip label.

n° 0007x (illegible last digit)

Very damp-stained and torn label.

Level at 3,5cms below base of capsule. 

1 Magnum



— 
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— 
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—

LOT 176

—
La Tâche – Vertical from 1992 to 1951

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

12 Bottles per lot

Neutral carton

chf  15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€  12’500 – 25'000 per lot

In bond

( Full notice on next page )
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— Vintage 1992 — 
Grand Cru Monopole

French back label.

n° 09556  

Marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1989 — 
Grand Cru Monopole

French back label.

n° 18009 

Excellent appearance and level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1988 — 
Grand Cru Monopole

French back label.

Leroy slip label.

n° 13508 

Excellent appearance and level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1987 — 
Grand Cru Monopole

Leroy slip label.

n° 01291  

Excellent appearance and level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1986 — 
Grand Cru Monopole

Leroy slip label.

n° 011705 

Slightly marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1985 — 
Grand Cru Monopole

Leroy slip label.

n° 10832 

Slightly stained label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1983 — 
Grand Cru Monopole

Leroy slip label.

n° 003579 

Damp-stained label.

Level at 3,6cms below base of capsule.  

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1967 — 
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 11816  

Slightly stained label.

Level at 4,2cms below base of capsule. 

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1964 — 
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 23279 

Stained label.

Level at 5cms below base of capsule. 

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1961 — 
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 08810 

Slightly marked label.

Level at 7cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1960 — 
Grand Cru Monopole

n° 13072 

Corroded capsule.

Stained label.

Level at 3,8cms below base of capsule. 

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1951 — 
Grand Cru Monopole

Slightly stained label.

Level at 4cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

LOT 176   
 

La Tâche – Vertical from 1992 to 1951  ( continued )
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LOT 177

—
La Tâche – Vertical from 1948 to 1945

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

3 Bottles per lot

Neutral carton

chf  2’200 – 4’400 per lot
€  1’830 – 3'670 per lot

In bond

— Vintage 1948 — 
Grand Cru Monopole

Very slightly damaged capsule.

Stained and slightly scuffed label.

Level at 6,8cms below base of capsule.   

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1947 — 
Grand Cru Monopole

Slightly corroded capsule.

Slightly stained label.

Level at 6cms below base of capsule. 

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1945 — 
Grand Cru Monopole

Slightly corroded capsule.

Slightly stained label.

Level at 6,2cms below base of capsule. 

1 Bottle
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LOT 178

—
Richebourg – Vertical from 1996 to 1955

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

12 Bottles per lot

Neutral carton

chf  15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€  12’500 – 25'000 per lot

In bond

( Full notice on next page )
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— Vintage 1996 — 
Grand Cru

French back label.

n° 08077 

Very slightly marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1992 — 
Grand Cru

French back label.

n° 05095 

Marked and stained label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1991 — 
Grand Cru

French back label.

n° 03757 

Very slightly marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1988 — 
Grand Cru

French back label.

Leroy slip label.

n° 003068 

Marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1987 — 
Grand Cru

Leroy slip label.

n° 00642 

Marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1985 — 
Grand Cru

Leroy slip label.

n° 005085 

Slightly marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1983 — 
Grand Cru

n° 001122 

Corroded capsule with slight signs  

of old seepage.

Slightly stained label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1971 — 
Grand Cru

Leroy slip label.

n° 01426 

Marked and slightly stained label. 

Level at 3,8cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1970 — 
Grand Cru

n° 002140 

Marked and very slightly scuffed label.

Level at 4,2cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1962 — 
Grand Cru

n° x1890x (illegible digits)

Badly damp-stained and torn label. 

Partly legible with remains of tissue stuck  

on the label (vintage is legible).

Level at 5cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1961 — 
Grand Cru

n° xxxx87 (illegible digits)

Very slightly damaged capsule.

Stained, torn and very scuffed label.

Level at 7,5cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1955 — 
Grand Cru

J.L.P. Lebegue-Bichot & Cie, 

Beaune et Londres slip label.

n° 06060

Bin-soiled label. 

Level at 5,8cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

LOT 178   
 

Richebourg – Vertical from 1996 to 1955  ( continued )
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LOT 179

—
Richebourg 1971 and 1970

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

2 Bottles per lot

Neutral carton

chf  3’000 – 6’000 per lot
€  2’500 – 5'000 per lot

In bond

— Vintage 1971 —
Grand Cru

Leroy slip label.

N°01427

Marked label.

Level at 4,5 cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1970 —
Grand Cru

J.L.P. Lebegue & Co Ltd, London slip label.

n° 015362

Damp-stained, torn and partly illegible label. 

Remains of tissue stuck on the upper part of the bottle.

Level at 3cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle
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LOT 180

—
Romanée-Saint-Vivant – Vertical from 1991 to 1972

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

5 Bottles per lot

Neutral carton

chf  5’000 – 10’000 per lot
€  4’170 – 8'330 per lot

In bond

— Vintage 1991 —
Grand Cru

French back label.

n° 06660  

Very slightly marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1987 —
Grand Cru

Leroy slip label.

n° 01022 

Stained and slightly creased label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1985 —
Grand Cru

Leroy slip label.

n° 006656 

Slightly marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1975 — 
Grand Cru

French back label.

 J.L.P. Lebegue & Co Ltd, London slip label.

n° 000919 

Slightly bin-soiled and very slightly marked label.

Level at 2,6cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1972 — 
Grand Cru

Domaine Marey-Monge.  

Integrated Leroy slip label.

n° 010233 

Slightly corroded capsule.

Slightly stained vintage slip. 

Slightly marked and slightly stained label. 

Level at 4,7cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle
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LOT 181

—
Grands Échézeaux – Vertical from 1991 to 1943

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

9 Bottles per lot

Neutral cartons

chf  7’500 – 15’000 per lot
€  6’250 – 12'500 per lot

In bond

— Vintage 1991 —
Grand Cru

French back label.

n° 04449 

Very slightly marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1981 —
Grand Cru

Leroy slip label.

n° 005769 

Stained label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1978 —
Grand Cru

n° 010413 

Good appearance.

Level at 3cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1970 —
Grand Cru

n° 003013

Slightly corroded capsule.

Stained and torn label.

Level at 4,4cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1964 —
Grand Cru

Leroy slip label.

n° 3011

Stained label.

Level at 4,5cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1953 —
Grand Cru

n° 3369 

Bin-soiled and very slightly scuffed label.

Level at 5,8cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1952 —
Grand Cru

Remains of capsule to reveal  

full branded cork.

 No label.

Level at 5,5cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1948 —
Grand Cru

Recent Domaine wax and label.

Slightly marked and scuffed label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

 
— Vintage 1943 —

Grand Cru

Slightly damaged capsule.

Bin-soiled label.

Level at 5,5cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle
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LOT 182

—
Échézeaux – Vertical from 1991 to 1952

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Nuits

5 Bottles per lot

Neutral carton

chf  4’500 – 9’000 per lot
€  3’750 – 7'500 per lot

In bond

— Vintage 1991 —
Grand Cru

French back label.

n° 07646 

Very slightly corroded capsule.

Very slightly marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1989 — 
Grand Cru

French back label.

n° 04429 

Slightly stained label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1985 — 
Grand Cru

Leroy slip label.

n° 003936 

Slightly marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

 

— Vintage 1978 — 
Grand Cru

Leroy slip label.

n° 001188 

Very slightly marked label.

Level at 3cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1952 — 
Grand Cru

Corroded capsule.

Very bin-soiled and stained label,  

slightly torn and slightly loose.

Level at 7cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle
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LOT 183

—
Montrachet 2011

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Beaune

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 02484 to 02485

Excellent appearance and levels.

2 Bottles per lot

Original 2-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  7’000 – 14’000 per lot
€  5’830 – 11'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 184

—
Montrachet 2010

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Beaune

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 01651 to 01652

Excellent appearance and levels.

One slightly marked label.

2 Bottles per lot

Original 2-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  7’500 – 14’000 per lot
€  6’250 – 11'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 185

—
Montrachet 2009

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Beaune

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 03250 to 03252

Excellent appearance and levels.

3 Bottles per lot

Original 3-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  12’000 – 24’000 per lot
€  10’000 – 20'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 186

—
Montrachet 2008

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Beaune

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 02862 to 02864

Excellent appearance and levels.

3 Bottles per lot

Original 3-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  11’000 – 20’000 per lot
€  9’170 – 16'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 187

—
Montrachet 2007

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Beaune

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 02881 to 02884

Excellent appearance and levels.

4 Bottles per lot

Original 6-bottle wooden case

chf  14’000 – 28’000 per lot
€  11’670 – 23'330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 188

—
Montrachet 2002

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Beaune

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 01860 to 01861

Excellent appearance and levels.

2 Bottles per lot

Original 2-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  7’000 – 14’000 per lot
€  5’830 – 11'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 189

—
Montrachet 1999

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Beaune

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 02360 to 02362

Excellent appearance and levels.

3 Bottles per lot

Original 3-bottle wooden case with straws (unsealed for inspection)

chf  14’000 – 28’000 per lot
€  11’670 – 23'330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 190

—
Montrachet 1998

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Beaune

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 01935 to 01937

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

3 Bottles per lot

Original 3-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  11’000 – 20’000 per lot
€  9’170 – 16'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 191

—
Montrachet 1997

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Beaune

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 01924 to 01926

Excellent appearance and levels for the age.

3 Bottles per lot

Original 3-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  10’000 – 20’000 per lot
€  8’330 – 16'670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 192

—
Montrachet 1991

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Beaune

Consecutive numbers – n° 00946 to 00952

Good appearance for the age.

Levels: four at 2cms or better, one at 4cms and two at 4,5cms below base of capsules. 

7 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case

chf  25’000 – 80’000 per lot
€  20’830 – 66,670 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 193

—
Montrachet 1990

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Beaune

French back labels.

Consecutive numbers – n° 01579 to 01590

Eleven slightly corroded capsules.

One very slightly raised cork.

Excellent appearance.

Levels: five at 2,5cms or better, one at 3,1cms, one at 3,3cms, one at 3,9cms,  

one at 4cms, one at 5,7cms, two at 7cms below base of capsule.

12 Bottles per lot

Original 12-bottle wooden case (unsealed for inspection)

chf  50’000 – 100’000 per lot
€  41’670 – 83'330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.
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LOT 194

—
Montrachet – Vertical from 2006 to 1974

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Beaune

8 Magnums per lot

Three original individual wooden cases and five neutral cartons.

chf  60’000 – 120’000 per lot
€  50’000 – 100’000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Vintage 2006 — 
Grand Cru

n° 00057 

Excellent appearance and levels.

1 Magnum

 
— Vintage 2001 — 

Grand Cru

n° 00038 

Excellent appearance and levels.

1 Magnum

 
— Vintage 1997 — 

Grand Cru

n° 00027 

Excellent appearance.

Level at 4,4cms below base of capsule.

1 Magnum

— Vintage 1996 — 
Grand Cru

n° 00059 

Excellent appearance.

Level at 3,9cms below base of capsule.

1 Magnum

— Vintage 1995 — 
Grand Cru

n° 00031 

Very slightly marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Magnum

— Vintage 1994 — 
Grand Cru

n° 00021 

Slightly marked label.

Level at 3,4cms below base of capsule.

1 Magnum

— Vintage 1993 — 
Grand Cru

n° 00046 

Very slightly marked label.

Level at 4,6cms below base of capsule.

1 Magnum

— Vintage 1974 —
Grand Cru

n° 000238 

Marked label.

Level at 4,8cms below base of capsule.

1 Magnum
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LOT 195

—
Montrachet – Vertical from 2007 to 1969

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Beaune

15 Bottles per lot

Neutral cartons

chf  50’000 – 90’000 per lot
€  41’670 – 75'000 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

( Full notice on next page )
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— Vintage 2007 —
Grand Cru

n° 02885 

Excellent appearance and levels.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1996 — 
Grand Cru

n° 01483 

Slightly marked label.

Level at 4,1cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1995 — 
Grand Cru

n° 00833 

Very slightly marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1994 — 
Grand Cru

n° 01748 

Very slightly marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1991 — 
Grand Cru

n° 00945 

Good appearance.

Level at 3,2cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1989 — 
Grand Cru

n° 00712 

Corroded capsule.

Slightly marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1988 — 
Grand Cru

Leroy slip label.

n° 01961 

Very slightly marked label.

Level at 3,7cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1983 — 
Grand Cru

n° 001761 

Slightly marked label.

Level at 4,1cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1982 — 
Grand Cru

Leroy slip label.

n° 002913 

Marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1981 — 
Grand Cru

n° 000774 

Slightly marked label.

Level at 2,7cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1979 — 
Grand Cru

n° 001830 

Marked label.

Level at 4,8cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1977 — 
Grand Cru

n° 001623 

Very slightly corroded capsule.

Slightly marked label.

Level at 3,7cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1976 — 
Grand Cru

Leroy slip label.

n° 001800 

Green glass and white capsule.

Stained label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1970 — 
Grand Cru

n° 01964 

White capsule.

Marked label.

Level at 5cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1969 — 
Grand Cru

n° 001595 

Corroded capsule on the top.

Marked label.

Level at 3,2cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

LOT 195   
 

Montrachet – Vertical from 2007 to 1969  ( continued )
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LOT 196

—
Montrachet – Vertical from 1996 to 1976

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Bourgogne – Côte de Beaune

4 Bottles per lot

Neutral cartons

chf  14’000 – 28’000 per lot
€  11’670 – 23'330 per lot

In bond

Provenance : purchased by the vendor directly from the Domaine.

— Vintage 1996 — 
Grand Cru

n° 01482 

Slightly marked label.

Level at 4,1cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1994 —
Grand Cru

n° 01749 

Very slightly marked label.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1981 —
Grand Cru

n° 000773 

Slightly marked label.

Level at 3,1cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1976 —
Grand Cru

Leroy slip label.

n° 01806 

Green glass and white capsule.

Stained label.

Level at 4,1cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle
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Échézeaux
–– 2011, Echézeaux ––32–––33

–– 2010, Echézeaux ––48–––49

–– 2009, Echézeaux ––66–––67

–– 2008, Echézeaux ––80–––81

–– 2008, Echézeaux ––82–––83

–– 2006, Echézeaux ––100–––101

–– 2000, Echézeaux ––156–––157

–– 1999, Echézeaux ––170–––171

–– 1998, Echézeaux ––186–––187

–– 1997, Echézeaux ––202–––203

–– 1996, Echézeaux ––216–––217

–– 1995, Echézeaux ––228–––229

–– 1994, Echézeaux ––242–––243

–– 1992, Echézeaux ––272–––273

–– 1990, Echézeaux ––300–––301

–– 1989, Echézeaux ––314–––315

–– 1986, Echézeaux ––332–––333

–– 1978, Echézeaux ––340–––341

–– 1971, Echézeaux ––342–––343

–– 1938, Echézeaux ––354–––355

Corton
–– 2010, Corton, Prince Florent de Merode ––50–––51

–– 2009, Corton, Prince Florent de Merode ––68–––69

Vosne-Romanée
–– 2002, Vosne-Romanée, Cuvée Duvault-Blochet –––

130–––131

–– 1999, Vosne-Romanée, Cuvée Duvault-Blochet –––

172–––175

Montrachet
–– 2011, Montrachet ––382–––383

–– 2010, Montrachet ––384–––385

–– 2009, Montrachet ––386–––387

–– 2008, Montrachet ––388–––389

–– 2007, Montrachet ––390–––391

–– 2002, Montrachet ––392–––393

–– 1999, Montrachet ––394–––395

–– 1998, Montrachet ––396–––397

–– 1997, Montrachet ––398–––399

–– 1991, Montrachet ––400–––401

–– 1990, Montrachet ––402–––403

Assortments
–– 2012, Assortment ––18–––21

–– 2011, Assortment ––22–––23

–– 2010, Assortment ––34–––35

–– 2009, Assortment ––52–––55

–– 2007, Assortment ––84–––87

–– 2006, Assortment ––92–––99

–– 2005, Assortment ––102–––109

–– 2004, Assortment ––110–––117

–– 2003, Assortment ––118–––127

–– 2002, Assortment ––128–––129

–– 2001, Assortment ––132–––135

–– 2000, Assortment ––144–––145

–– 1999, Assortment ––158–––159

–– 1998, Assortment ––176–––177

–– 1997, Assortment ––188–––191

–– 1996, Assortment ––204–––205

–– 1995, Assortment ––218–––219

–– 1994, Assortment ––230–––231

–– 1993, Assortment ––244–––259

–– 1992, Assortment ––260–––261

–– 1991, Assortment ––274–––277

–– 1990, Assortment ––288–––289

–– 1989, Assortment ––302–––305

–– 1988, Assortment ––318–––319

–– 1987, Assortment ––326–––327

–– 1986, Assortment ––330–––331

–– 1985, Assortment ––336–––337

Verticals
–– 1991 to 1937, Romanée-Conti – Vertical ––358–––361

–– 1971 to 1934, Romanée-Conti – Vertical ––356–––357

–– 1976 to 1957, La Tâche – Vertical ––362–––363

–– 1992 to 1951, La Tâche – Vertical ––364–––367

–– 1948 to 1945, La Tâche – Vertical ––368–––369

–– 1971 and 1970, Richebourg – Vertical  ––374–––375

–– 1996 to 1955, Richebourg – Vertical ––370–––373

–– 1991 to 1972, Romanée-Saint-Vivant – Vertical –––

376–––377

–– 1991 to 1943, Grands Echézeaux – Vertical ––378–––379

–– 1991 to 1952, Echézeaux – Vertical ––380–––381

––  1996 to 1976, Montrachet – Vertical ––410–––411

–– 2006 to 1974, Montrachet – Vertical ––404–––405

–– 2007 to 1969, Montrachet – Vertical ––406–––409

France,  Bourgogne  –  Domaine de la Romanée-Conti

Romanée-Conti
–– 2011, Romanée-Conti ––24–––25

–– 2010, Romanée-Conti ––36–––37

–– 2009, Romanée-Conti ––56–––57

–– 2008, Romanée-Conti ––70–––71

–– 2000, Romanée-Conti ––146–––147

–– 1999, Romanée-Conti ––160–––161

–– 1998, Romanée-Conti ––178–––179

–– 1997, Romanée-Conti ––192–––193

–– 1996, Romanée-Conti ––206–––207

–– 1995, Romanée-Conti ––220–––221

–– 1994, Romanée-Conti ––232–––233

–– 1993, Romanée-Conti ––252–––253

–– 1992, Romanée-Conti ––262–––263

–– 1991, Romanée-Conti ––278–––279

–– 1990, Romanée-Conti ––290–––291

–– 1989, Romanée-Conti ––306–––307

–– 1986, Romanée-Conti ––328–––329

–– 1979, Romanée-Conti ––338–––339

–– 1970, Romanée-Conti ––344–––345

La Tâche
–– 2011, La Tâche ––26–––27

–– 2010, La Tâche ––38–––39

–– 2010, La Tâche ––40–––41

–– 2009, La Tâche ––58–––59

–– 2007, La Tâche ––88–––89

–– 2001, La Tâche ––136–––137

–– 2000, La Tâche ––148–––149

–– 1999, La Tâche ––162–––163

–– 1998, La Tâche ––180–––181

–– 1997, La Tâche ––194–––195

–– 1996, La Tâche ––208–––209

–– 1995, La Tâche ––222–––223

–– 1994, La Tâche ––234–––235

–– 1993, La Tâche ––254–––255

–– 1992, La Tâche ––264–––265

–– 1991, La Tâche ––280–––283

–– 1990, La Tâche ––292–––293

–– 1989, La Tâche ––308–––309

–– 1988, La Tâche ––320–––321

–– 1985, La Tâche ––334–––335

Richebourg
–– 2010, Richebourg ––42–––43
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D E S C R I P T I O N

Baghera/wines indicates conditions of the lots according 

to four criteria : capsules, corks, labels and levels.

Even with the best of care, labels may be stained or 

damaged because wines are stored in damp condi-

tions. Such storage conditions are beneficial to the 

preservation of the wines. It is our duty to catalogue 

and report on wines as accurately as possible at the 

time of going to press. High resolution photographs are 

available upon request. The actual condition of the wine 

within the bottle is not necessarily linked to its outward 

appearance. You are strongly advised to examine any lot 

you are interested in before the sale to form your own 

opinion (or have it examined on your behalf).

C O R K S  A N D  U L L A G E S

Ullage refers to the space between the base of the cap-

sule and the wine itself. Acceptable ullage levels tend to 

increase with age. When speaking of Burgundy wines, 

commonly acceptable levels are as follows :

 • Under 20 years old – less than 2,5 cms

 • 20 to 30 years old – up to 4 cms

 • Over 30 years old – up to 6 cms

In this catalogue, when stated "excellent levels for the 

age", please read that the levels are 2,5 cms or less.

It should be noted that ullages may change between 

publication of the catalogue and the sale. This may 

be caused by the ageing of the cork or by a change in 

the temperature of the storage conditions or the ship-

ment of the wine. We will only accept responsibility for 

descriptions of conditions at the time of print of this 

catalogue and cannot accept responsibility for any loss 

resulting from failure of corks either before or after this 

point.

P A R C E L S

Same wines (producers, appellation, vintage, etc.) may 

be regarded as part of a parcel. The successful bidder 

on a lot in a parcel has the possibility to purchase each 

of the remaining unsold lots in this parcel at the same 

price, at the time of the bidding. Please note that, in this 

catalogue, a parcel notice is indicated by the numbers 

of its constitutive lots in the heading. 

C A U T I O N A R Y  N O T E S

– Descriptions and estimates in this catalogue may be 

amended at our own discretion. Information is given 

orally or in writing, before or during the sale.

– Note that some producers tend to over-fill their bottles 

and a small quantity of wine may be trapped between 

the capsule and the cork and seep. This should not be 

confused with ullage (ullage is a natural occurrence in 

older wines).

F O R M A T S  I N  T H I S  S A L E

 • Bottle : 75 cl. 

 • Magnum : 150 cl. 

 • Jeroboam : 300 cl.

inspection criteria bid with Baghera/wines

BIDDING IN PERSON

—

If you would like to experience the live excitement  

of an auction first hand and attend the auction room, you will 

need to register for a paddle in advance of the sale by filling 

out and submitting the dedicated Bidder Pre-Registration Form 

at your disposal in this catalogue on page 427.

ABSENTEE BIDDING

—

If you cannot physically attend the sale, you can leave absentee 

bids thanks to the Absentee Bids Form on pages 425-426, or 

leave your absentee bids through our website and online-

catalogue. Connect to www.bagherawines.auction

ONLINE LIVE BIDDING

—

Should you rather place your bids in real time  

through our online live bidding platform, please register ahead 

of the date and connect to www.bagherawines.auction on the 

day of the sale and follow the guide.

TELEPHONE BIDDING

—

As an alternative service to bidders, Baghera/wines 

 also offers the possibility to submit a telephone  

bids request. We will contact you during the sale,  

and a member of our team will bid live with  

you over the phone. Contact : office@bagherawines.com

http://www.bagheerawines.com
http://www.bagheerawines.com
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conditions of sale

These conditions of sale govern the contractual relations between Baghera/wines 

Auction & Trading SA (“Baghera/wines”), the seller whose details are indicated 

in the Sales Commission document (“Seller”), any participant in the auction or 

traded or over-the-counter, as well as any bidder and the highest bidder, excluding contractual 

relations between Baghera/wines and the Seller.

In case of conflict between these conditions of purchase and the terms and conditions of 

sale, the general terms and conditions of sale shall prevail.  These purchase conditions can 

be modified at any time, in writing or orally during the sale. By participating in any capacity 

whatsoever in an auction or a private sale organized at Baghera/wines' discretion, you agree 

to be bound by these conditions. You should therefore read them carefully before doing so.

1. BUYER

The last bidder at the stroke of the gavel (the “Buyer”) wins the bid on the lot of items (the 

“lot”). In case of dispute between two or more bidders, the lot will immediately be relisted.

2. AUCTION PROCEDURE

The bailiff accepts bids from those present at the sale, phone bidders, online bidders as 

well as absentee bidders. The stroke of the gavel indicates the final bid awarding the lot 

to the Purchaser. The bailiff speaks out and records the name or number of the Buyer.

3. TRANSFER OF RISK AND PROPERTY

Once awarded to the Buyer, the risks and ownership of the lot(s) pass to the Buyer. 

4. ABSENTEE BIDDING

Baghera/wines can place bids on customers’ instruction, if you are unable to attend the 

auction in person, Baghera/wines and its employees or agents cannot be held responsible 

for failure in the transmission of these instructions during the auction.

In the case where two identical bidding instructions match the highest bidding, the lot will 

be awarded to the first bidder.

Baghera/wines reserves the right in its sole discretion, to refuse bids from a buyer’s instructions 

in case the information and documents submitted as proof of identity, i.e. the identity of the 

beneficial owner, should prove to be false, incomplete, ambiguous or inadequate.

5. TERMS OF AUCTION

The bailiff has the right at its absolute discretion to refuse any bid, to advance the bidding 

as it may decide, to withdraw or divide any Lot, to combine any two or more Lots. Any bid 

must be at least 10% higher than the previous bid. The bailiff can, however, change this 

percentage during the auction. The Seller as well as any person instructed by the former 

cannot bid on their own lots. Only Baghera/wines may bid on behalf of the Seller.

6. ESTIMATE

The estimate of each lot is based on prices reached during previous auctions for similar lots. 

It is subject to change and does not constitute any guarantee or indication of the actual final 

sale price. The estimate does not include costs such as the Buyer’s premium and additional 

costs (refer to section 8. below).

7. RESERVE PRICE

The reserve price is the confidential minimum price at which the Seller agrees to sell the 

Lot. If the reserve price is not reached, Baghera/wines may reject the last bid and set a 

new starting price equal to or above the reserve price. In case no bid matches or is above 

the reserve price, Baghera/wines shall withdraw the lot without adjudging it to anyone. 

Baghera/wines, however, reserves the right to organise a private sell after the auction, in 

which case the price shall not be lower than the reserve price, subject to agreement by the 

Seller for a price below the reserve price.

8. BUYER’S PREMIUM AND ADDITIONAL COSTS

The buyer’s premium is 20% plus 7,7% Value added tax (VAT) on the hammer price and 

buyer’s premium. The total amount of the hammer price of each of lot purchased, plus the 

buyer’s premium, plus VAT is the final price to acquire the lot(s). Please note that other 

taxes may arise after collection of the goods. 

This tax (VAT) is refunded to any buyer domiciled outside Switzerland if, but only if, Baghera/

wines receives from such buyer an export declaration in respect of a purchased lot which has 

been stamped by Swiss customs.

All buyers should note that local sales taxes or use taxes may become payable upon import 

of items following purchase. Buyers should obtain their own advice in this regard.

9. EXCHANGE RATES

In some auctions, in order to ensure proper information for the Buyer, a currency converter 

is made available. The data displayed are provided for information only and Baghera/wines 

assumes no responsibility in this regard.

10. PRE-AUCTION VIEWING

Prospective buyers are encouraged to inspect the property at the pre-sale 

viewing, which can be attended at no charge by appointment only (please contact  

office@bagherawines.com). Bidders accept responsibility for carrying out inspections and 

investigations, during previewing, to satisfy themselves as to the lots in which they may 

be interested. 

Baghera/wines may also provide condition reports. The absence of reference to the condition of 

a lot in the catalogue description does not imply that the lot is free from faults or imperfections.

11. NO WARRANTY

Baghera/wines only acts as agent to the Seller. The sale is passed directly between the 

Seller and the Buyer. Baghera/wines shall not be responsible for any defects in the lots nor 

do we guarantee the accuracy of the information concerning the producer, origin, date, age, 

authenticity, provenance, weight or condition of any Lot. None of Baghera/wines agents 

have authority to give any guarantees in this respect. All statements made in catalogues, 

advertisements or brochures concerning Baghera/wines sales only express opinions and are 

no guarantee from Baghera/wines or the Seller. All persons concerned are expected to inquire 

before the auction, about the description and condition and of the lots and of possible defects 

or possible damage or repairs which have been, or need to be, carried out.

12. BIDDERS REGISTRATION 

Prospective buyers who would bid for the first time with Baghera/wines are asked to provide 

the following documents, at least 48 hours in advance, in order to give Baghera/wines enough 

time to process and approve the registration for the auction :

• Individuals: government-issued photo identification (such as a driving licence, national 

identity card, or passport) and, if not shown on the ID document, proof of current address, 

for example a utility bill/bank statement.

• Corporate clients: a recent copy (under 3 months old) of the company register.  

• For other business structures such as trusts, offshore companies or partnerships, please 

contact Baghera/wines' CFO ( fjaquillard@bagherawines.com ) for advice on the information 

you should supply.  

• A financial reference in the form of a recent bank statement or a reference from your bank.

• Persons registering to bid on behalf of someone who has not previously bid or consigned 

with Baghera/wines should bring identification documents not only for themselves but also 

for the party on whose behalf they are bidding, together with a signed letter of authorisation 

from that party. 

Please note, Baghera/wines is entitled to request a deposit in CHF in order to ensure the 

bidders' final registration. If the bidder is unsuccessful and does not owe Baghera/wines any 

debt, the deposit will be refunded (i.e. the received CHF amount) in full, 7 days after the sale.

Baghera/wines is entitled to change the deposit pre-registration procedures and requirements 

at their own discretion without prior notice.

13. BIDDER RESPONSIBILITY 

Bidding at Auction

Bids may be executed in person by paddle during the auction, in writing prior to the sale 

by telephone or by live bidding. 

Bidding in Person 

To bid in person, you will need to register for and collect a numbered paddle before the 

auction begins. Proof of identity will be required. New clients are encouraged to register at 

least 48 hours in advance of a sale to allow sufficient time for us to process your informa-

tion. All lots sold will be invoiced to the name and address to which the paddle has been 

registered and invoices cannot be transferred to other names and addresses. Please do not 

mislay your paddle; in the event of loss, inform the Sales Clerk immediately. At the end of 

the sale, please return your paddle to the registration desk. 

Bidding by Telephone 

If you cannot attend the auction, you may bid live on the telephone with one of our multilin-

gual staff members. This service must be arranged at least 72 hours in advance of the sale, 

especially if you wish to bid in a language other than English. We also recommend that you 

leave an emergency bid which we can execute on your behalf just in case we are unable to 

reach you by telephone. Please note that telephone bids may be recorded (by bidding on 

the telephone, you consent to the recording of your conversation). We suggest that you 

leave a maximum bid, excluding the buyer’s premium and VAT, which we can execute on 

your behalf in the event we are unable to reach you by telephone. 

Online Live Bidding — 

If you cannot attend the auction in person, you may bid online on our online live bidding 

platform, available on our website at www.bagherawines.auction. You must pre-register at 

least 36 hours before the start of the auction in order to be approved by our bid department. 

Please note that corporate firewalls may cause difficulties for online bidders. Baghera/wines' 

 platform is available on mobile devices as well as computers.

Absentee Bids 

If you are unable to attend an auction in person, you may give Baghera/wines instructions 

to bid on your behalf. Our member of staff will then try to purchase the lot(s) of your choice 

for the lower price possible. Please note this service is free, totally confidential and offered as 

a convenience to clients who are unable to attend the sale. In the event of identical bids, the 

earliest received will take precedence. Although our representative will make every effort, 

Baghera/wines will not be responsible for error or failure to execute bids.

Bidding Increments

Bidding generally opens with the low estimate and advances in increments of up to 10% 

subject to the auctioneer’s discretion. The auctioneer retains the right to call bids at his 

own discretion – bids steps are shown on the Guide for Absentee Bidders on page 424.

Currency and Currency Converter 

The sale is conducted in Swiss francs. Any other amounts shown in this catalogue and on 

the currency converter are for guidance only and are not legally binding. Baghera/wines 

declines all responsibility for any mistakes on the currency converter.

When bidding, the person assumes personal accountability to pay the price and any other 

applicable taxes or charges, unless it has been explicitly agreed in writing with Baghera/wines, 

prior to the auction, that the bidder only acts as an agent on behalf and in the name of an 

third party, acknowledged and accepted by Baghera/wines, and that the said party shall be 

solely responsible for payment of the Price.

The fall of the auctioneer’s hammer indicates the final bid. The auctioneer will call out and 

record the name or “paddle” number of the buyer. If your written bid is successful, you will 

be notified the day following the sale by email. Bidding may be re-opened at the auctioneer’s 

discretion.

 …/…

mailto:office@bagheerawines.com
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14. SALE RESULTS

Results for the sale are available upon request. Baghera/wines cannot accept liability for 

any errors or omissions, howsoever caused. Sellers should await their settlement statement 

as confirmation of any sold proceeds. 

15. PAYMENT OPTIONS AND DEADLINES

The price is payable in Swiss francs in the seven days following the sale. On the eighth 

day after the sale, interest at the rate of 1% per month will be added to the amount due.

Payment can also be made in foreign currencies with legal-tender status if that amount can be 

converted into Swiss francs at the value date of payment. To avoid any delay in releasing goods, 

prospective buyers should supply bank references before the auction. Please include your name 

and invoice number with your instructions to the bank. Please note that we reserve the right 

to decline payments received from anyone other than the buyer of record and that clearance 

of such payments will be required. All fees regarding bank transfers are at the buyer’s charge.

Payment can be made at the sale in cash, by credit card or charge card, or by bank transfer to :

Beneficiary : Baghera Wines Auction&Trading SA, Geneva

Crédit Suisse, AG, CH-1211 Genève 70

IBAN : CH54 0483 5157 5226 21000

Swift/BIC : CRESCHZZ80A 

Please note that transactions should preferably be made by bank transfer. If you wish to pay 

in cash, please seek Baghera/wines' financial services for advice prior to making payment 

arrangements and contact our CFO (fjaquillard@bagherawines.com) in order to comply with 

Swiss government regulations.

Baghera/wines will accept American Express, Visa and MasterCard to pay for invoices.  

A processing fee will apply. 

The successful bidder during the auction is solely responsible for payment to Baghera/wines. 

We will not accept payments for purchased lots from any party other than the buyer, unless 

otherwise agreed between the buyer and Baghera/wines prior to the sale.

Goods can only be collected when payment has been cleared.

16. NON-PAYMENT 

In case of non payment by the Buyer within seven days of the sale, Baghera/wines shall try 

their best to carry out the Seller’s instructions as to the next steps and help them, when 

possible, to reach the price or if not, cancel the sale. All damages are expressly reserved.

Notwithstanding the above, Baghera/wines expressly reserves the right at its  

discretion and expense of the Seller to accept special conditions of payment of the price, to take 

adequate measures for storage and/or lot insurance, to start or pursue any legal proceedings 

instituted by or against the Buyer on the terms and conditions that Baghera/wines considers 

appropriate, to take all necessary measures to recover the amounts owed by Buyer and, if 

possible, to return the lot to the Seller.

17. PARTIAL PAYMENT

Any partial payment by the Buyer to Baghera/wines will be considered payment through 

direct deposit. In case of failure of the Buyer to pay the entire price of this deposit will be 

automatically collected and lot will be relisted by public auction or at a private auction or sale 

by private treaty at the discretion of Baghera/wines.

18. COLLECTION, SHIPPING, IMPORTATION AND STORAGE

Please refer to page 428 in this catalogue for detailed information regarding collection, 

shipping, importation and storage facilities. Please note that the Geneva FreePort is open 

from Monday to Friday from 8 am to 11 am and from 1 pm to 4 pm. Please note, that collection 

notice should be given at least 48 h prior collection.

All the lots are stored at the Geneva FreePort and are in bond. All lot(s) can be collected when 

Baghera/wines' full payment confirmation has been delivered to the buyer.

For all buyers, a transit document will be needed to ship the wines. Destination VAT, excise 

duty, clearance charges are at the buyer’s charge and cannot be cancelled or refunded by 

Baghera/wines. For buyers inside Switzerland, excise duty and clearance charges will be 

charged. VAT is already included in Baghera/wines' invoice. 

Be informed that express shipping companies may refuse to issue transit documents, we 

strongly recommend to use a professional wine carrier.

Buyers are reminded that Baghera/wines accepts liability for loss or damage to uncollected 

lots until December 21st 2018. 

19. RIGHT OF RETENTION AND DELIVERY

In order to avoid any errors in the auction process, to ensure the payment of invoices and to 

proceed to – where necessary and in accordance with legal and regulatory requirements – the 

required checks on the Buyer as well as the identity of the beneficial owner, No lot may be 

removed during the sale.

Baghera/wines is authorized to retain the lots until all amounts due to Baghera/wines have 

been paid in full or until the Buyer has performed all other obligations that Baghera/wines, 

at his discretion, considers due, including anti money laundering and counter financing of 

terrorism compliance.

In case a buyer does not meet the aforementioned checks to the satisfaction of Baghera/

wines, the company will be entitled to cancel the sale and take any other action required or 

permitted by law. Shipping service will take place after reception of payment.

20. NON-COLLECTION OR NON-DELIVERY

In case the Buyer, having fulfilled all his obligations under these conditions of purchase, does 

not withdraw or fails to take delivery of the Lot, Baghera/wines will be entitled to, upon 

notification to the Buyer, relist the lot by way of auction or private sale, in their sole discretion, 

and charge the Buyer the entire storage costs, insurance and all other costs that may occur. 

Baghera/wines will have a right of retention on the lots until payment of all of these costs.

21. FALSE INFORMATION

If the information or documents provided by the Buyer on his identity or the identity of the 

beneficial owner prove to be false, incomplete, ambiguous or insufficient, Baghera/wines 

may, in their sole discretion, cancel the sale and pursue the fraudster. The Buyer will be 

responsible for all costs incurred.

22. BAGHERA/WINES’S AUTHENTICITY GUARANTEE

If Baghera/wines sells any wine which the Buyer subsequently shows to Baghera/wines' reaso-

nable satisfaction to be a “counterfeit”, subject to the terms below Baghera/wines will cancel 

the sale and refund to the Buyer the total amount paid by the Buyer (in the original currency).

Definition : “counterfeit” means a wine that in Baghera/wines' reasonable opinion is an imita-

tion created to deceive as to producer and vintage, where the correct description of the 

producer and vintage is not reflected by the description in the catalogue.

The Guarantee is provided for a period of fourteen (14) days from the date of the auction, for 

the sole benefit of the original Buyer and may not be transferred to any third party.

In order to claim under this Guarantee, the Buyer must :

(i) notify within 14 days Baghera/wines in writing of the reasons for believing the wine to 

be counterfeit. The buyer must specify the lot number and date of the sale at which it was 

purchased ; and

(ii) return the lot to Baghera/wines in the same condition as at the date of sale to the Buyer 

and be able to transfer property title to the lot, free from any third party claims arising after 

the date of the sale.

Baghera/wines has discretion to renounce to any of the above elements. Baghera/wines may 

require the Buyer to obtain at the Buyer’s cost the reports of two recognised and independent 

experts in the field, reciprocally acceptable to Baghera/wines and the Buyer.

Baghera/wines shall not be bound by any reports produced by the Buyer, and reserves the 

right to seek additional expert advice at its own expense.

On the assumption that Baghera/wines decides to cancel the sale under this Guarantee, the 

reasonable costs of two mutually approved independent expert reports may be refunded 

to the Buyer.

23. LIABILITY

Any participant in the sale, in whatever capacity, namely as bidder, visitor or third party is 

responsible for any damage, particularly to the lots exposed.

24. DATA PROTECTION

As required by law, or in connection with the supply of auction and related services Baghera/

wines may ask clients to provide personal data. Baghera/wines may take and retain a copy 

of government-issued identification such as a passport or driving license. We will use your 

personal data (i) to provide auction and related services; (ii) to enforce these Conditions 

of Sale; (iii) to carry out identity and credit checks; (iv) to implement and improve the  

 

management and operations of our business and (v) for other purposes set out in our Privacy 

Policy published on our website at bagherawines.com and available on request by emailing  

office@bagherawines.com. 

Sometimes, Baghera/wines may also disclose this information to carefully selected third 

parties for their own marketing purposes. If you do not wish your details to be used for this 

purpose, please email office@bagherawines.com.

If the client provides Baghera/wines with information that is defined by European data protec-

tion laws as “sensitive”, the client agrees that it may be used for the purposes set out above.

In the course of these disclosures, personal data collected in the European Economic Area 

may be disclosed to countries outside the European Economic Area. Although such countries 

may not have legislation that protects a client’s personal information, Baghera/wines shall 

take reasonable steps to keep such information secure and in accordance with European data 

protection principles. By agreeing to these Conditions of Business, the client is agreeing to 

such disclosure.

Please read our Privacy Policy on www.bagherawines.com for full information about personal 

information and data protection.

Baghera/wines premises may be subject to video surveillance and recording. Telephone calls 

for telephone bidding purposes may also be recorded. We may process that information in 

accordance with our Privacy Policy.

25. MISCELLANEOUS

(a) Taxes. If any taxes or rates are applicable to any amount paid by the Buyer, the latter is 

solely responsible for their payment at the rate and on the date required by the competent 

administration.

(b) Severability provisions. If any provision of this agreement should be judged by a court to 

be invalid, illegal or unenforceable, this provision may be waived and the rest of the Agreement 

will continue to be valid and enforceable.

(c) Personal information. Without your express prior refusal, we will be allowed to keep your 

personal information and may use it to inform you of our upcoming sales, services and events.

(d) Prohibition of Assignment. The Buyer may not assign any benefit and/or obligation under 

this agreement with Baghera/wines and/or the Seller without our prior written permission.

(e) Applicable law and jurisdiction. All contractual relations between the Purchaser, the 

Seller and Baghera/wines are subject exclusively to Swiss domestic law, to the exclusion of the 

rules on the conflict of laws (LDIP). Any dispute in connection with the contractual relationship 

shall be settled exclusively by arbitration in accordance with the Swiss Rules of International 

Arbitration of the Swiss Chambers’ Arbitration Institution in force on the date on which the 

Notice of Arbitration was submitted in accordance with these Rules. The number of arbitrators 

shall be one. The seat of arbitration shall be Geneva. The arbitration will be conducted in 

French, subject to a written agreement for the use of another language.

conditions of sale ( followed )

http://www.bagheerawines.com/
mailto:office@bagheerawines.com
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absentee bids

If you are unable to attend an auction 

in person, you may give Baghera/wines  

instructions to bid on your behalf. Our 

staff members will then try to purchase 

the lot(s) of your choice for the lower 

price possible. Please note this service is 

free, totally confidential and offered as a 

convenience to clients who are unable to 

attend the sale. Although our represen-

tative will make every effort, Baghera/

wines will not be responsible for error or 

failure to execute bids. 

how to…  
place absentee bids?

In order to place absentee bids, please 

use the dedicated form (see opposite) 

provided in this catalogue. Each bid form 

should contain the sale number. Please 

accurately record the lot number and the 

maximum price in Swiss Francs you are 

willing to pay for each lot (please note 

that unlimited bids will not be accepted). 

Your bid form  must be placed and sent 

over to us as soon as possible. In event 

of identical bids, the earliest received 

will take precedence. Alternative bids 

may be indicated by using the word 

“OR” between lot numbers. As a result, 

if your bid on early lot is successful, our 

representative will not continue to bid on 

other lots on your behalf, or, if your early 

bids are unsuccessful, we will continue to 

execute bids for alternative lots until a bid 

is successful. It is important that your bids 

are listed in numerical order (as the lot 

numbers appear in the catalogue). 

how to…  
place telephone bids?

If you cannot attend the auction, you 

can place bids on the telephone. We also 

recommend that you leave a covering 

bid which we can execute on your behalf 

just in case we are unable to reach you by 

telephone. As the number of telephone 

lines are limited please make arrange-

ments for this service at least 48 hours 

before the sale. Please note that Baghera/

wines only offers telephone bids in French, 

English, Spanish, German and Chinese.

buyer’s premium

The maximum bid price that you indicate 

in your absentee bid form is the hammer 

price only. If you are successful on a lot, a 

buyer’s premium of 20% will be added to 

the hammer price for each lot you buy. An 

additional VAT tax of 7,7% will be lieved on 

the hammer price AND buyer’s premium. 

The buyer’s premium will be the amount 

stated in the “Conditions of Sale” printed 

on pages 420-423 of this catalogue.

successful bids

Successful bidder will be notified and 

invoiced within a few days of the sale. 

information

Please contact Baghera/wines at 

+ 41 22 910 46 30 

office@bagherawines.com

bidding increments

B i d d i n g  g e n e r a l l y  o p e n s  w i t h  t h e  l ow e s t i m a te  a n d  a d v a n ce s  i n  i n c re m e n t s  o f  u p  to  1 0 %  s u b j e c t  to  t h e  a u c t i o n e e r ’s  d i s c re t i o n . 

T h e  a u c t i o n e e r  re t a i n s  t h e  r i g h t  to  c a l l  b i d s  a t  h i s  ow n  d i s c re t i o n  b u t  t h e  f o l l ow i n g  w i l l  g i ve  b u ye r s  a n  i n d i c a t i o n  o f  t h e  n o r m a l  b i d  s te p s   :

C H F  1 , 0 0 0   ~   2 , 0 0 0  �  i n  1 0 0 ’s

C H F  2 , 0 0 0   ~   3 , 0 0 0  �  i n  2 0 0 ’s

C H F  3 , 0 0 0   ~   5 , 0 0 0  �  2 0 0 ,  5 0 0 ,  8 0 0

C H F  5 , 0 0 0   ~   1 0 , 0 0 0  �  i n  5 0 0 ’s

C H F  1 0 , 0 0 0   ~   2 0 , 0 0 0  �  i n  1 , 0 0 0 ’s

C H F  2 0 , 0 0 0   ~   3 0 , 0 0 0  �  i n  2 , 0 0 0 ’s

C H F  3 0 , 0 0 0   ~   5 0 , 0 0 0  �  2 , 0 0 0 ,  5 , 0 0 0 ,  8 , 0 0 0

C H F  1 0 0 , 0 0 0 +  �  A u c t i o n e e r ’s  d i s c re t i o n

guide for absentee bidders absentee bids form ( page 1 of 2 )

(please print clearly in block letters or type)

contracting party

Last name �  First name �

Address �

Zip Code �  City / State �  

Country �

Email �

Telephone �  Fax �

Name of bank �

Account number �  

Address of bank �  

Telephone �  Fax �

Email �

Person of contact �  Direct Tel. number �

the contracting party is the beneficial owner
(The beneficial owner may neither be an offshore nor a domiciliary company)

O   Yes

O    No :  (please complete) : Beneficial owner �  

Address �

�

I  am aware of  the "Condit ion s of  S a le"  and not ice s pr inted in the cata logue and I  hereby accept 
to be bound by them . I  agree that  the "Condit ion s of  S a le"  govern a l l  purcha se s at  auc t ion that 
I  make and I  unders tand that  payment in f u l l  i s  due immediate ly af ter  the s a le in Swis s Franc s .

S i g n a t u r e  �

D a te  �

important notice

I f  y o u  a r e  u n a b l e  t o  a t t e n d  a n  a u c t i o n 

i n  p e r s o n ,  p l e a s e  r e f e r  t o  " G U I D E  F O R 

A B S E N T E E  B I D D E R S ",  p a g e  4 2 4  o f  t h i s  

c a t a l o g u e .

To  a l l o w  t i m e  f o r  p r o c e s s i n g ,  a b s e n t e e 

b i d s  s h o u l d  b e  r e c e i v e d  n o  l a t e r  t h a n 

T h u r s d a y  2 9 t h o f  N o v e m b e r  2 0 1 8 .

I understand that Baghera/wines is providing 

service of executing bids on behalf of potential 

buyers for the client’s convenience and that 

Baghera/wines will not be held responsible for 

errors relating to its execution of bids. 

I understand that these bids are to be executed 

up to, but not exceeding the amount specified in 

the Absentee Bids Form. 

I understand that each bid is per lot, as indicated, 

and all bids will be executed and are accepted 

subject to the "Conditions of Sale" printed on 

page 420-423 of this catalogue.

I understand that if my bid is successful, a buyer’s 

premium of 20% will be added to the hammer 

price. An additional VAT tax of 7,7% will be lieved 

on the hammer price and buyer’s premium. 

SALE NUMBER  1 802   |   SALE NAME  DRC ,� THE� SECRET� CELL AR� OF� AN� EUROPEAN� COLLECTOR� � |   SALE DATE  2ND� OF� DECEMBER� 2018

baghera/wines  
auction & trading sa

Mailing address

R u e  d u  R h ô n e ,  5 9 

1 2 0 4  G e n e v a 

Sw i t ze r l a n d

Té l   :  +  4 1  2 2  9 1 0  4 6  3 0

E m a i l   :  o f f i c e @ b a g h e r a w i n e s . c o m a

lot no 

(in numerical order)

no of lots required 
(in case of parcel lots)

maximum bid 
(swiss francs*)

*  P l e a s e  n o te  t h a t  b i d s  i n  f o r e i g n  c u r r e n c y  w i l l  b e  c o n v e r te d  i n to  Sw i s s  F r a n c s  a t  t h e  a p p r ox i m a te 

p r e v a i l i n g  r a te  i n  e f f e c t  24  h o u r s  b e f o r e  t h e  s a l e . 

how to…

If you can not attend the sale in person, 

Baghera/wines' Live auction platform may 

relay your bids and give you the opportu-

nity to live the sale as if you were atten-

ding it in person. Feel the atmophere in 

the room, follow the auction's excitement 

and place your bids at your convenience – 

your bids will be instantly relayed to the 

auctioneer. 

B/Live is accessible from computers and 

mobile devices, all you need is to ensure 

that your connection is sufficent to 

support live video streaming. If not, you 

will still be able to bid live (without the 

video) as the current bid and next incre-

ment will be visible on the screen.

You will need to register at least 48h 

prior the sale on www.bagherawines.

auction to ensure registration is complete 

prior to the sale and confirmed. You will 

be able to enter the sale and place your 

bids at your convenience. Please note that 

credit controls apply on these bids (please 

refer to page 421).
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lot no 

 

(in numerical order)

no of lots 
required 

(in case of parcel lots)

maximum bid 
 

(swiss francs*)

lot no 

 

(in numerical order)

no of lots 
required 

(in case of parcel lots)

maximum bid 
 

(swiss francs*)

Last name �  First name �

I  a g re e  t h a t  I  a m b o u n d  by  t h e  “ C o n d i t i o n s  o f  S a l e ”,  w h i c h  a re  p u b l i s h e d  i n  t h e  c a t a l o g u e  f o r  t h e  s a l e  
a n d  g ove r n  a l l  p u rc h a s e s  a t  a u c t i o n  t h a t  I  m a ke .

S i g n a t u re  �

D a te  �

*  P l e a s e  n o te  t h a t  b i d s  i n  f o r e i g n  c u r r e n c y  w i l l  b e  c o n v e r te d  i n to  Sw i s s  F r a n c s  a t  t h e  a p p r ox i m a te  p r e v a i l i n g  r a te  i n  e f f e c t  24  h o u r s  b e f o r e  t h e  s a l e . 

If you plan to attend the auction in person, please fill out this form and submit it by email to : office@bagherawines.com , or bring it with you to the 

salesroom to register on the day of the auction. All documents can be found on our website, here : www.bagherawines.auction

Please indicate in what capacity you will be bidding (please select one) : 

O    AS A PRIVATE INDIVIDUAL 

Proof of identity in the form of government-issued identif ication with a photograph and proof of address will be required. 

O    ON BEHALF OF A COMPANY 

We require a Letter of Authorisation signed by a company director for the noted individual to transact on the company’s behalf  

and a copy of government-issued identif ication (such as the certif icate of incorporation) to verify the status of the company.  

This should be accompanied by an official document confirming the company’s EU VAT registration number, if applicable. 

invoice information 

Last name �  First name �

Company name (complete if you are bidding on behalf of a company) �

�

VAT Number (if applicable) �

Address �

Zip Code �  City / State �  

Country �

Email �

Telephone �  Fax �

financial information

First time buyers are expected to provide with their credit card information and with their bank details

Name of bank �

Account number �  

Address of bank �  

Telephone �  Fax �

Email �

Person of contact �  Direct Tel. number �

Credit card type �  Expiration date �

Credit card number �

I  agree that  a l l  b ids a re subjec t  to the "Condit ion s of  S a le"  pr inted in th i s  cata logue ,  addi t iona l  not ice s or  term s pr inted in the cata logue and 

supplement s to the cata logue pos ted in the s a leroom , and in accordance with the above s tatement s and condit ion s .  I  a s sume a l l  re spon s ib i l i t y 

for  payment for  the goods purcha sed under the a s s igned paddle .  I f  I  am ac t ing a s an agent ,  I  agree to be persona l ly  re spon s ib le for  a l l  purcha se s 

made on beha l f  of  my c l ient(s) ,  un le s s other a r rangement s a re conf i rmed in wr i t ing pr ior  to each auc t ion . 

Signature �   

Date �

BY SIGNING, YOU ACCEPT THE CONDITIONS OF SALE OF BAGHERA/WINES AS STATED IN OUR CATALOGUES AND ON OUR WEBSITE.

absentee bids form ( page 2 of 2 ) bidder pre-registration form
SALE NUMBER  1 802   |   SALE NAME  DRC ,� THE� SECRET� CELL AR� OF� AN� EUROPEAN� COLLECTOR� � |   SALE DATE  2ND� OF� DECEMBER� 2018SALE NUMBER  1 802   |   SALE NAME  DRC ,� THE� SECRET� CELL AR� OF� AN� EUROPEAN� COLLECTOR� � |   SALE DATE  2ND� OF� DECEMBER� 2018

mailto:emerce@bagheerawines.com
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collection, shipment and storage personal notes
I M P O R TAT I O N

All the wines are stored, in bond, in Switzerland. Buyers from outside Switzerland 

should be aware of restrictions imposed by various jurisdictions regarding impor-

tation of alcoholic beverages. It is the buyer’s responsibility to obtain any relevant 

export or import licence. The denial of any licence cannot justify the cancellation 

of the sale or any delay in making payment of the total amount due. 

C O L L E C T I O N 

Collection from the Geneva FreePort will be by appointment only and at least 7 days 

notice must be given. Property will not be released until payment in full has been 

received and funds have been cleared. Authority for the release of lots to the Buyer will 

be a Release Order provided by Baghera/wines. Moreover, it is Baghera/wines' policy to 

request proof of identity (the Buyer's, or that of the Buyer's authorised representative/

shippers, in which case they will require an authorisation letter from the Buyer) on 

collection of a lot. All Buyers (or shippers) must examine every lot or consignments 

in the presence of cellar staff at Geneva FreePort premises prior to collection. 

I N  B O N D 

All lots are stored at the Geneva FreePort and are in bond. For any buyers outside 

Switzerland, a transit document will be needed to ship the wines. Destination VAT, 

excise duty, clearance charges are at the buyer’s charge and cannot be cancelled or 

refunded by Baghera/wines. For buyers inside Switzerland, excise duty and clearance 

charges will be charged. VAT is already included in Baghera/wines invoices. Be 

informed that express shipping companies may refused to issue transit documents, 

we strongly recommend to use a professional wine carrier. Baghera/wines can assist 

in retrieving lots from the Geneva FreePort.

G E N E VA  F R E E P O R T  F E E S

A fee of CHF 400 will be added to the buyer's invoice for sorting, handling, packing 

and any necessary import/export documentation for all the wines offered in this sale.

S H I P P I N G 

Shipping will be at Buyer’s expense, and must be prepaid of freight collect. Shipping 

by commercial means, particularly of older wines, can be risky and it is at the buyer’s 

risk. Baghera/wines will not refund any shipment charges under any circumstances. 

Please contact directly Baghera/wines shipping department for any transport or 

insurance requests.

W I N E  P A C K I N G

All lots will be delivered in styrofoam for optimum protection of the bottles. The 

empty original wooden cases will be added to the shipment. Baghera/wines will 

not take any responsibility for breakage of wines during shipment.  

TA X AT I O N 

The laws of the final destination of shipment determine taxation. It is Buyer’s 

responsibility to ensure compliance with applicable tax laws shipments. 

S T O R A G E 

Baghera/wines offer complimentary storage at the Geneva FreePort until the 21st of 

December 2018. Any property for which shipping arrangements or collection have 

not been made prior to this date will be assessed a monthly storage and insurance 

charge. (Please refer to Baghera/wines' Conditions of sale, 18 . COLLECTION, 

SHIPPING, IMPORTATION AND STORAGE, on p.422 of this catalogue).

N O T E 

In all instances, neither Baghera/wines nor the Geneva FreePort are responsible for 

any deterioration, damage, loss or any acts or omission of any shipper, including, 

without limitation, any packing, shipping, delivery or insurance for purchased lots.

Contact for Baghera/wines :

+41 22 910 46 30

office@bagherawines.com
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… Je reviens à nos vendanges. 
epuis huit jours que cet ag éable travail nous o cupe, on est à peine 

à la moitié de l’ouvrage. Outre les vins destinés pour la vente et pour les 
provisions or inai es, lesquels n’ont d’autre façon que d’être re ueillis avec 
soin, la bienfaisante fée en prépare d’autres plus fins pour nos buveurs ;  
et j’aide aux opérations magiques dont je vous ai parlé, pour tirer d’un même 
vignoble des vins de tous les pays. Pour l’un, elle fait tordre la grappe quand 
elle est mûre et la laisse flétrir au soleil sur la souche ; pour l’autre, elle fait 
égrapper le raisin et trier les grains avant e les jete  dans la uve ; pour 
un autre, elle fait cueillir avant le lever du soleil du raisin rouge, et le porter 

oucement sur le p essoir ouvert encore de sa fleur et de sa rosée, pour 
en exprimer du vin blanc. Elle prépare un vin de liqueur en mêlant dans les 
tonneaux du moût ré uit en si op sur le feu, un vin se , en l’empêchant  

e cuve , un vin d’absinthe pour l’estoma , un vin muscat avec des simples. 
Tous ces vins ifférents ont leu  apprêt particulier ; toutes es préparations 
sont saines et naturelles ; c’est ainsi qu’une économe industrie supplée à la 
diversité es terrains et assemble vingt limats en un seul. jean-jacques rousseau, 

julie ou la nouvelle héloïse, 1761.
lettre 7 de saint-preux à milord édouard.






